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Communicating in Step The Performing Arts Department (PAD) and the African & 
African American Studies program, both in Arts & Sciences, hosted nine members of the 
Kenyan performance group Haba na Haba. Swahili for "step by step," Haba na Haba includes 
some 1,000 performers who, through acrobatics, music, dance, and drama, raise awareness 
and educate their communities on topics such as HIV/AIDS, drug abuse, reproductive health, 
women's issues, and violence. While at the University, the touring ensemble participated 
in a number of performances, including an improvisational session in the South 40 Swamp 
(above). Professor John Baugh (pg. 14), a former director of the African & African American 
Studies program, said the collaborative efforts of Reynolds Whalen, A.B. '08, who produced a 
full-length documentary on Haba na Haba as part of his honors thesis, and Mungai Mutonya, 
senior lecturer of African & African American studies and director of the Summer in Kenya 
Program, helped bring the group to St. Louis. 
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As aprofessor of operations 
and manufacturing manage­
ment, Tava Olsen helps provide 
the business community with 
new. much-needed manage­After a long wait, 

men ttools (pg. 78)
alumnus Donald 
Friedman turned his 
successful career in 
law to one of letters FEATURES 
(pg.29) 
Showcasing Saarinen's Style10 The Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts is one of 
only nine sites to host Eero Saarinen: Shaping the Future. DEPARTMENTS 
-, 
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Calling Out Prejudice14 Linguistics Professor John Baugh's research documents 
Short takes provide a glimpse of 
2 FrontRunners 
how someone speaks affects outcomes in life. 
WUSTL's community of great minds Taking Stock of Business Operationsand great ideas. 18 Professor Tava Olsen researches the multifaceted and 
ever-changing world of operations management. 
Jack Bodine, B.S. '49, M.B.A. '55, built a 
34 My Washington 
Harvesting Green Energysuccessful life and career on the basics: 22 Biology Professor Himadri Pakrasi examines photosyn­
"honesty, integrity, compass ion, and 
thesis, looking for clues to harness renewable energy. hard work." 
Creating a Vision of a Healthy Life36 Alumni Activities 26 Hypertension speciali st Cheryl (Rucker) Whitaker stressesAlumni reconnect with friends 
connections between actions and health outcomes.during Washington University club 

events around the country. 
 ABrush with Art29 In 71le Writer's Brush, alumnus Donald Friedman reveals38 ClassMates 
writer-artists with a capacity to create in multiple media.Catch up on news of fellow classmates 

and alumni profiles, and solve the 
 Stemming Health-Care Fraudpuzzle, too. 32 Alumnus Kirk Ogrosky says the solution to health-care 
fraud lies with health-care professionals and consumers.48 Washington Spirit 
As associate dean for research , Enola 
Proctor integrates social work research 
and human needs. 
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Cover. John Baugh is the Margaret Bush Wilson 

Professor in Arts & Sciences and an internationally
;.. ~ known researcher of "linguistic profiling" (pg. 14) 

(Photo. Joe Angeles, collage. Donna Boyd) 

The Eero Saarinen Shaping the Future exhibit (pg. 70) 
features such works as the IBM Manufacturing and 
Training Facility, Rochester, Minnesota, c. 7958. 
Photograph. Balthazar Korab. © Balthazar Korab Ltd 
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Machine Provides New 
Look at Race and Identity 
P
resident Barack Obama's inauguration helped gener­
ate a recent Assembly Series event featuring a frank 
and open discussion about race. As part of the project, 
the Assembly Series brought the Human Race Machine 

(HRM) to the University. 

The HRM is a photo booth that takes a person's picture 
and then shows what he or she would look like as a person 
of another race. A camera captures the image, then a com­
puter program morphs the picture into others that change 
the subject's appearance. 
The project aims to generate an entirely different way 
of talking about race, identity, and other issues that divide 
us as a nation. Participating student groups included the 
Association of Black Students, Asian American Association, 
Connect 4, Association of Mixed 
Students, Pride Alliance, Ashoka, 
and the Association of Latin 
American Students. In addition, 
the American Cul.ture Studies 
program and the Democracy 
and Citizenship Initiative, in Arts & SCiences, sponsored the 
project, as did Edison Theatre and the Big Read. 
On February 25, the Assembly Series p resented a discus­
sion with selected students and faculty on how their beliefs 
The project aims to generate an entirely different way of 
a Ing aDOU race, 1en Ity, 
and other·ssu that divide us as a nation. 
and understanding of race changed as a result of their 
experiences with the Human Race Machine. 
According to scien tific studies, the DNA of any two 
humans is 99.97 percent identical, and there is no gene for 
race. The HRM allows individuals to move beyond physical 
appearance and contemplate a deeper human connection. 
(On page 14, read about Professor John Baugh's research, 
discussing discrimination based on race and speech.) 
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Master of Public Health 

Clemency Results from Law Clinic's Work 

A client of the School of law's Civil Justice 
Clinic, who was convicted for the murder 
of her abusive husband, received a com­
muted sentence from outgoing Missouri 
Gov. Matt Blunt. 
"When my fellow clinic students, Tom 
Smith, Erin Nave, Emily Vance, and I reviewed 
Charity's case, we were shocked by the injus­
tice that had occurred," says law student Anne 
Siarnacki. "Charity endured years of 
husband. Carey 
was convicted before much was known 
about "battered wife syndrome," and her 
30-year sentence for his murder now would 
be considered excessive. Thanks to the clinic's 
efforts, Blunt reduced the woman's sentence. 
r Civil Rights Leader Honored 
Margaret Bush Wilson (left), emerita 
trustee and prominent civil rights 
attorney in the 1960s, received a 
certificate from Chancellor Mark S. 
Wrighton during her 90th birthday 
celebration on January 30, 2009, 
in St. Louis. Wilson was the first 
woman to chair the board of direc­
tors of the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored 
People and the second woman of 
color admitted to practice law in 
Missouri . She is a charter member 
of the University's Arts & Sciences 
National Council. 
occur was 
rewarding. "My team was overjoyed to hear 
that Gov. Blunt granted clemency and gave 
Charity a chance to start her life anew," she 
adds. "We all feel so fortunate to have played 
a role in seeing justice at work." 
Lung Cancer Vaccine Could 
Improve Survival Rates 
A vaccine designed to prevent the recurrence 
of lung cancer is now being tested in centers 
around the world, including the Siteman 
Cancer Center at the School of Medicine and 
Barnes-Jewish Hospital. 
By stimulating the immune system, the 
vaccine aims to destroy cells that carry a 
tumor-specific antigen called MAGE-A3. This 
antigen is not present in normal tissue but is 
found in several cancer types, includ ing 35 to 
50 percent of cases of the most common type 
of lung cancer, non-small cell lung cancer. 
"The vaccine takes advantage of the 
immune system's built-in ability to elimi­
nate foreign materials and harmful cells," 
says Bryan Meyers, chief of the General 
Thoracic Surgery section of the Division 
of Cardiothoracic Surgery who heads the 
vaccine trial at the School of Medicine. 
"This natural process causes few side-effects, 
unlike traditional treatments such as chemo­
therapy or radiation therapy." 
Known as the MAGRIT (MAGE-A3 as 
Adjuvant Non-Small Cell lung Cancer 
Immunotherapy) trial, the study will test the 
vaccine to determine whether it can prolong 
Degree Debuts 
People committed to 
improving the health of 
vulnerable communities and 
populations have a new degree 
option at Washington University-
a Master of Public Health (MPH). The 
MPH Program at the George Warren 
Brown School of Social Work is accept­
ing applications for its first class. 
"Health care is a significant part 
of our current economic and environ­
mental crisis," says Timothy McBride, 
professor and associate dean for 
public health at the Brown School. 
"Key components of any solution will 
include the creation and implementa­
tion of evidence-based programs, 
such as health promotion and disease 
prevention, targeted to at-risk popula­
tions and communities. This will create 
greater opportunities for those inter­
ested in public health." 
As part of the public health cur­
riculum, students will take courses 
in behavioral health, biostatistics, 
environmental health, epidemiology, 
and health policy and management. 
The curriculum also will draw upon 
a wide range of disciplines including 
economics, medicine, psychology, social 
work, and sociology. 
A unique feature of the curriculum 
is a set of interdisciplinary problem­
solving courses. These intensive 
seminars will allow students to work 
in small teams to focus on a specific 
public health issue such as obesity, 
diabetes, Medicare reform, cancer 
prevention, or international health. 
survival by delaying or preventing 
the recurrence of lung cancer. 
Preliminary results in small 
trials suggest that the vaccine 
does improve survival. The 
MAGRIT trial w ill "give a 
definitive answer about 
which lung cancer patients 
will benefit from the vac- ., 
cine and the degree of ~ 
benefit," says Meyers. ~ - .- rt .-.,.-) .. 
Since 2005, the 
clinic worked to 
bring to light the 
extreme physical 
and sexual violence 
that Charity Sue 
Carey suffered at 
the hands of her 
the most severe abuse imaginable, 
and, yet, was serving a sentence 
that would keep her imprisoned and 
separated from her son until well 









&Corporate Finance Central Theme 016 O,oz 
of Conference 
In the midst of the financial crisis, Olin 
Business School hosted a timely, two-day 
conference on corporate finance in fall 2008 
that brought together leading research 
faculty from around the world . 
Co-sponsored by the newly launched 
Center for Finance and Accounting Research 
(CFAR) and the Center for Research in 
Economics and Strategy (CRES), the confer­
ence featured 10 presentations on some of 
the latest research in finance, with many 
geared toward current fiscal issues. 
In addition to the 10 presentations, 
the conference included a special session, 
"Current Issues Facing Financial Markets," in 
which academics joined in discussions with 
Afghan Leader Meets with 
Law Students 
Abdul Jabbar Sabit, former attorney 
general of Afghanistan and current 
presidential candidate in his country, 
met with law students during a brown 
bag lunch at the School of Law in fall 
2008. He also 
....,~1IIti1l4Jl &\. 
spoke to stu­












at the School 
of Law, and 
to the Anthropology of the Modern 
World class taught by Robert L. 
Canfield, professor of anthropology in 
Arts & Sciences. Afghanistan will hold 
a presidential election in fall 2009. 
96,5267 & 1,05 
industry practitioners 214,4721 & 1.15 
and students. The 
33,4652
session was led by 
Chester Spatt, financial 78,6318 
market expert and 
6249 & 0,44former chief economist 
of the U.S. Securities 0,02A 
and Exchange Commission, " 
0,59plus a distinguished panel of 
Washington University faculty. 
The panel included Stuart Greenbaum, 
former dean of Olin Business School and 
the Bank of America Emeritus Professor 
of Managerial Leadership; Anjan Thakor, 
senior associate dean of Olin and the John 
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3,22 5,12 Arts &Sciences 
9,73 and professor of 
economics. 
During the presentations, 
Greenbaum says he "was taken with the 
reminder of the fragility of financial mar­
kets and the delicate balance that needs to 
be struck between encouraging the innova­
tive drive of markets and protecting the 
public against excesses and exploitation." 
Hope Center to Expand Neurological Research 

The Danforth Foundation granted the 
Hope Center for Neurological Disorders 
at the School of Medicine a $10 million 
endowed gift for research into conditions 
that cause injury and impairment to the 
brain and central nervous system. 
The funds will be used to support 
innovative and groundbreaking new 
ideas for research with clear potential 
to improve diagnosis and treatment of 
patients with amyotrophic lateral scle­
rosis (ALS), Parkinson's disease, stroke, 
Huntington's disease, mUltiple sclerosis. 
cerebral palsy, and other disorders. 
The endowment created by the gift 
is named for the late Donald Danforth, Jr., 
a '955 graduate of the Olin Business 
School who was executive vice presi­
dent of Ralston-Purina Co. He was the 
brother of Chancellor Emeritus William H. 
Danforth, former U.S. Sen. John Danforth, 
and st. Louisan Dorothy Danforth Miller. 
The University and Hope Happens 
plan to raise matching endowed funds 
of S' 0 million for the same research pro­
grams over the next five years. Created in 
2004, the Hope Center is a partnership 
between the University and Hope Happens, 

a public charity started by Christopher 

Hobler, who lost his life to ALS in 2005. 

~-~----.., 
/ ".. for neurological disorders 
"This gift is an outstanding example 

of how the University, Hope Happens, 

and the St. Louis community continue to 

benefit from the generosity and leader­

ship of the Danforths and the Danforth 

Foundation," says Chancellor Mark S. 

Wrighton. "As science develops a new gen­

eration of treatments for some of society's 

most devastating disorders, this donation 

and the mandate for additional fundrais­

ing that comes with it help ensure that the 

University and the Hope Center remain at 

the forefront of the field in research that 

will alleviate suffering and find solutions 

for earlier diagnosis and treatment." 

The Hope Center helps support the 

studies of more than 70 faculty and 500 

scientists with shared research facilities 

and annual distribution of seed grants. 
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Brain Implants May 

Help Stroke Patients 

f or the first time, scientists showed that neuroprosthetic brain implants may be able to help stroke patients who experience partial paralysis. 

Researchers found that implants known as 

brain-computer interfaces (BOs) may be able 

to detect activity on one side of the brain 

that is linked to hand and ann movements 

on the same side of the body. They hope to 

use these signals to guide motorized assis­

tance mechanisms that restore mobility in 

partially paralyzed limbs. 

Partial para lysis on one side of the body 

results from stroke damage to the opposite side 

of the brain. This fits with the conventional 

model of how the brain controls movement, in which 

signals in one half of the brain control the opposite half of 
 Brain-computer interfaces bridge gaps from 
the body. That modelled scientists to assume that stroke 

damage would make it impossible for BOs to pick up any 
 brain damage and other injuries
useful movement control signals from the brain and restore 

function in the body's paralyzed half. 
 by using implanted electrodes
"In recent years, though, we've come to realize that 

there are actually some ipSilateral, or same-sided, control 
 to link the brain to a computer. 
I 
signals involved in movement," says senior author Eric C. 
Leuthardt, assistant professor of neurological surgery, of 
neurobiology, and of biomedical engineering. "Now we've 
shown these signals can be detected and are separable from interprets those signals to con trol prosthetic devices or other 
signals that control the opposite side of the body, which means of in teracting with the environmen t. In an earlier 
means we may be able to use a BCI to restore function ." demonstration of the technology's potential, the same team 
BCls bridge gaps from brain damage and other injuries by of scientists showed in 200S that a patient with a BCI could 
using implanted electrodes to link the brain to a computer. use the implant to control a video game. 
The implant relays brain signals to the computer, which The current study was published online in Stroke. 
University to House 'Energy Frontier Research Center' -------­
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) The EFRCs, which will pursue advanced Sciences, will be director of the program. A 
awarded Washington University 520 million, scientific research on energy, are being professor of biology and of chemistry, he will 
the largest research award ever received established by the DOE's Office of Science coordinate the efforts of 16 other principal 
on the Danforth Campus, to research novel at universities, national laboratories, non­ investigators from around the world. Dewey 
energy initiatives. The DOE also awarded profits, and private firms across the nation. Holten, professor of chemistry, will serve as 
the Donald Danforth Plant Science Center As an EFRC, Washington University associate director. PARC will operate under the 
S15 million, the largest the organization has will establish the Photosynthetic Antenna International Center for Advanced Research in 
ever received, for similar research. Research Center (PARe) and study forms Energy and Sustainability (I-CARES). 
With the funding, the University and the of energy based on the principles of light "For the st. Louis region to receive two 
Donald Danforth Plant Science Center will harvesting and energy funneling. Department of Energy awards represents 
house two of 46 new multimillion-dollar Robert E. Blankenship, the Lucille P. a great opportunity to advance bioenergy 
Energy Frontier Research Centers (EFRCs). Markey Distinguished Professor in Arts & research," says Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton. 
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Brazilian Exercise Program 
Gets People Moving 
W hat if free exercise classes were offered in public spaces such as parks, beaches, and rec­reation centers? When a city government in Brazil tried such a program, it greatly increased 
physical activity among community members. Health 
researchers who studied the program believe it also could 
work in U.S . cities with warm climates. 
"This is the first thorough evaluation of a program of 
its kind and highlights the importance of renewing public 
spaces and providing physical act ivity classes," says Ross C. 
Brownson, professor at the George Warren Brown School o f 
Social Work and the School of Medicine, a faculty scholar 
at the Institute for Pub1ic Health, and senior author of the 
study. "This program could se rve as a public health model in 
the United States, particularly across Sun Belt sta tes." 
Showcasing Cancer Patients' Art 
The Arts as Healing Program hosted a public showing of art 
created by cancer patients in December 2008 at the Duane 
Reed Gallery in Clayton, Missouri. This reception celebrated 
these patients as artists and honored "their journey of hope." 
The program offers free studio art classes for patients 
and their loved ones at the Siteman Cancer Center at the 
School of Medicine and Barnes-Jewish Hospital. These 
classes enable patients to express themselves and use 
art as a tool in healing. 
Arts as Healing is facilitated by Medical Photography, 
Illustration, and Computer Graphics, the art department 
at the School of Medicine. 
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In Recife, the fifth largest city in Brazil, an initiative 
developed and managed by the city encourages phys ical 
activity in 21 public spaces. Physical education instruc­
tors teach free calisthenic and dance classes, lead walking 
groups, and provide nutrition information. These activities 
are offered free of charge each day. 
Since 2002, the program, called the Academia de Cidade 
program (ACP), has enrolled more than 10,000 residents 
per year and taught 888,000 exercise classes. Researc hers 
found that curren t and past participants were three times 
"This is the first thorough evaluation of a program of its 
kind and Ig Ig S eImpor ance 
o renewing public spaces and 

providing physical activi classes." 

as likely to exercise than residents who had 
never participated. 
Th e findings appear in the January 2009 
issue of the American Tournai of Public Health. 
The study was a collaboration of Washington 
University, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC), Brazil's Health Ministry, 
the Universidade Federal de Sao Paulo, and 
other Brazilian partners. 
Letters of Thanks Become Thanksgiving Letters 

Beginning in 1974-his third year as chancellor 
- William H. "Bill" Danforth wrote an annual 
letter to the Washington University commu­
nity, which he sent at Thanksgiving . interested; they asked to read 
"The fall semester started well," them and have copies. 500n 
the letter began and went on they became the spring­
to describe the freshman board for meaningful 
class that had entered the conversations all 
University that fall. around St. Louis."j 
In 2008, the 
ued each Thanksgiving l
The letters contin­
University published 
throughout Danforth's Danforth's collected 
tenure as chancellor, ending letters as a book: 
with his retirement from that Thanksgiving Letters, 
position in 1995. 1974--1995. 
Their effect on the readers is 
described by Marie Prange Oetting, 
A.B. '49, in the book's preface: "through 
the ... years, the ideas that Bill expressed 
frequently sparked discussion among the 
Gene Directs Stem Cells to Build Heart 
Researchers discovered 
that they can put mouse 
embryonic stem cells to 
work building the heart, 
potentially moving medical 
science a significant step 
closer to a new generation 
of heart disease treatments 
that use human stem cells. 
Scientists at the School 
of Medicine report in 
Cell Stem Cell that the 
Mesp1 gene locks mouse 
embryonic stem cells into 
becoming heart parts and 
gets them moving to the 
area where the heart forms. 
Researchers now are testing 
if stem cells exposed to Mesp1 can help fix 
damaged mouse hearts. 
"This isn't the only gene we' ll need to get 
stem cells to repair damaged hearts, but it's 
a key piece of the puzzle," says senior author 
Kenneth Murphy, professor of pathology and 
immunology and a Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute investigator. "This gene is like the 
first domino in a chain: the Mesp1 protein 
recipients like my husband and me, 
both Washington University alumni. 
People unfamiliar with the letters became 
"Now, at last, we have our 
'jewels' in book form," Oetting writes. 
Thanksgiving Letters is available from 
the Campus Bookstore, http://www.wustl. 
edu/bookstore or (314) 935-5500. 
activates genes that make other important 
proteins, and these in turn activate other 
genes and so on . The end result of these 
falling genetic dominoes is your whole car­
diovascular system." 
Several years ago, other researchers iden­
tified Mesp 1 and found it essential for cardio­
vascular development but did not describe 




Six professors were named fellows 
of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science: CHARLES F. 
HILDEBOLT, professor of radiology; DANIEL 
S. ORY, professor of medicine and of cell 
biology and physiology; CRAIG S. PIKAARD, 
professor of biology; JEAN E. SCHAFFER, 
the Virginia Minnich Distinguished 
Professor of Medicine and professor 
of developmental biology; GEORGE M. 
WEINSTOCK, professor of genetics; and 
RICHARD K. WILSON, professor of genetics 
and of molecular microbiology. 
TERRIEE. INDER, associate professor 
of pediatrics, of neurology, and of radiol­
ogy, received a 2008 Distinguished Clinical 
Scientist Award from the Doris Duke 
Charitable Foundation. 
DOUGLAS L. MANN was named the 
Tobias and Hortense Lewin Professor and 
director of the Cardiovascular Division in 
the Department of Medicine. He also is 
the cardiologist-in-chief at Barnes-Jewish 
Hospital and director of the new Heart 
and Vascular Institute at Barnes-Jewish 
Hospital and Washington University. 
BARBARA A. SCHAAL, vice president of 
the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, was 
named the Mary-Dell Chilton Distinguished 
Professor in Arts & Sciences. Schaal, a 
biologist, also is professor of genetics. 
FRANKLIN "BUZZ" SPECTOR was 
appointed dean of the College and 
Graduate School of Art in the Sam Fox 
School of Design & Visual Arts effective 
July 1, 2009. He also will hold the Jane 
Reuter Hitzeman and Herbert F. Hitzeman, 
Jr. Professorship of Art. 
GARY S. WIHL was appointed dean of 
Arts &Sciences effective July 1,2009. 
Using mouse embryonic stem cells, 
Murphy's lab showed that Mesp1 starts the 
development of the cardiovascular system. 
They learned the gene's protein helps 
generate an embryonic cell layer known 
as the mesoderm, from which the heart, 
blood, and other tissues develop. In addi­
tion, Mesp1 triggers the creation of a type 
of cell embryologists recently recognized 
as the heart's precursor. 




Coach Mark Edwards Celebrates SOOth Win 
Men's basketball team members celebrate with their head coach, Mark Edwards, 
after defeating rival University of Chicago, 72-49, on February 28, 2009, and 
helping Edwards win the SOOth game of his coaching career. Everyone of those 
victories was earned at Washington University, where Edwards is 500-235 in 28 
seasons on the Danforth Campus. Edwards, who guided the Bears to 25 consecu­
tive winning seasons and two consecutive NCAA Division III championships (see 
back cover), is the 28th coach in Division III history to achieve 500 or more wins. 
He recently was named the National Association of Basketball Coaches and 
Molten/Dill News Division III National Coach of the Year. 
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In 2009, the M.L.A. 

Seminar Series explored 

four issues central to 
a larger, University­
wide Democracy and 
Citizenship Initiative 
(DCI) announced in 
May 2008 by University 
Provost and Executive Vice 
Chancellor Edward S. Macias, 
then dean of Arts & Sciences. 
"The Democracy and 
Citizenship Initiative is a 
University-wide effort to 
stimulate a focused 
conversation among the 
University community 
about its special role in 
a democratic society, and 
of the general relationship 
between institutions of 
higher education and a free 
society," says Randall Calvert, 
the Thomas F. Eagleton University 
Professor of Public Affairs and Political 
Science and director of the American 
Culture Studies program in Arts & 
Sciences, which is coordinating the DC!. 
Architecture Students 
Construct Golf Shelter 
Architecture graduate students recently 
constructed a shelter on the Ruth Park Golf 
Course in University City, Missouri. The shelter 
was a class project in a graduate 
design/build studio led by 
Carl Safe, professor of 
architecture in the 
Sam Fox School of 




ent a design for 
the shelter, create 
construction docu­
ments for their design, 
Chris Rehwoldt (left)purchase materials 
and Lucas Lopez mea­
in accordance with a sure a set of louvers 
set budget, and build to attach to the outer 





What is the proper role of American 
higher education in shaping the values 
and ambitions of a free democratic 
society, and, more specifi­
cally, what are Washington 
University's responsibilities 
as a citizen of the greater 
st. Louis community, the 
nation, and the world? 
Getting the campus and 
surrounding community to 
reflect on these questions 
was the goal of the Master of 
Liberal Arts (M.L.A.) program's 
"Democracy and the University" 
seminar series. The annual series is sponsored 
by University College and the M.L.A. program 
in Arts & Sciences. 
"The nature of the M.L.A. program has 
always been to take on large and multifac­
eted topics, questions, and problems and 
consider them from 
a variety of disciplin­
ary perspectives," says Robert Wiltenburg, 
dean of University College. "We thought the 
Democracy and Citizenship Initiative would 
provide an ideal topic for inquiry of this sort 




Recognizing the Importance of Planned Gifts. Washington University in St. Louis 
Would you like more information? Return this card or call: 
800-835-3503 OR 314-935-5373 
o 	I am interested in providing a bequest for Washington University in my estate plan. 
Please contact me. 
o 	I wish to become a Robert S. Brookings Partner. I have included Washington Universi ty 
in my estate plan through my: 
o 	will or trust 




o 	 I am interested in making a gift from my IRA. 
o 	I would like more information on life income gi fts. Please contact me. 
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eel have always found 

the library to be a good thing 

in my life. " 

- Jeffrey Missman, M.B.A. '68 
Shirley Baker, Kathleen Missman, and Jeffrey Missman 
Support the good things in your life 

and benefit Washington University students. 
A vid readers, Jef and Kathy Missman have chosen to 
support Washington University Libraries through their gifts. Now they have designated 
the Libraries as a beneficiary of their lRAs and have named the Libraries in their will, 
carefully wording their bequest so it will be flexible as technology changes. 
You, too, can provide for the good things in your life with a bequest from your 
estate plan, which may: 
• Support important University programs that serve society. 
• Support future programs of your school. 
• Endow a professorship, or a scholarship fund in your name or that of a Tax-freefamily member. gifts from 
• Provide you with estate tax benefits. IRAs have been 
extended 
through1II!Ill!III 2009. ~ . I11iHlm111 ~ ·A 
BROOKINGSmnlllPARTNERS 
Recognizing the Importance of Planned Gifts 

Washington University In St. Louis 

(Please consult with your advisors for tax and legal advice.) 
To learn more about supporting Washington University through your estate plan, 
contact the Office of Planned Giving. 
• Request information on the reply card. 
• Call the Office of Planned Giving at 800-835-3503 or 314-935-5373. II! 
• E-mail: plannedgiving@wustl.edu. • Web site http://plannedgiving.wustl.edu 
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(Above) Eera Saarinen with A Combined Living­

Dining-Room-Study praject model, created for 

Architectural Forum magazine, C 1937. 

Photographer unknown. Courtesy Eera 

Saarinen Collection. Manuscripts and Archives, 

Yale University (Background) Photograph by 

Bob Crowe, visit. wwwgatewayarchblogspot.coml 

and saintlouismodailyphoto. blogspot. com/. 





The Sam Fox School of Design &: Visual Arts hosted 

the international exhibit, Eero Saarinen: Shaping the Future, 

at the Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum. The enthralling 

retrospective presented the magnitude of the famed architect's 

impact on modernist design and methods of creating. 

BY TERRI NAPPIER 
t the Gateway Arch holds its place as the tallest , monument in the United States. Displaying some 
900 tons of stainless steel on its exterior, it shines for all those in the city to see. 
Spanning another 630 feet at the base, it sits as a symbol of this country's westward 
expansion. Hosting a million visitors a year, it lives as a beacon to the world. 
Peter MacKeith, an associate dean of the Sam Fox School of Design & Visual 
Arts and associate professor of architecture, gazes daily upon this stunning 
monument from the windows of his downtown loft. He considers its Significance 
to the city, region, country, and to architecture itself. In fact, the Gateway Arch 
was one of the lures that brought MacKeith to St. Louis. That and, of course, 
Washington University. For MacKeith, who spent 10 years in Finland, working 
in both architectural education and professional practice, and an educational 
career beforehand studying Finnish architecture, living close to the monument 
by famed Finnish-American architect Eero Saarinen is a gift. 
Not only does he enjoy a view of one of the most compelling architectural 
displays in modern history, but MacKeith also recently reveled in playing host 
to the exhibit honoring the life and prolific career of its designer. 
Saarinen, who won the design competition for the Jefferson National 
Expansion Memorial in 1947-48, did not live to see the Arch built. He died at 
the age of 51 in 1961, and construction didn't start until February 1963. The 
Arch finally was completed in October 1965. 
To some, it seems to have taken a comparable amount of time to create a 
retrospective of Saarinen's work. "When I came to St. Louis after this 10 years in 
Finland, I was aware that there were ongOing efforts to try to bring into being 
a retrospective of Saarinen's work, and yet it hadn't fully coalesced," MacKeith 
says. "I attended a number of meetings in 1999 and early 2000 to make sure that 
St. Louis had a place at the table, even before venues had been identified." 
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Peter MacKeith, associate dean 
of the Sam Fox School of Design 
& Visual Arts, was one of the key 
individuals who helped secure 
Washington University as asite 
for the Eero Saarinen Shaping the 
Future exhibit. MacKeith says that 
among the countless others who 
assisted were staunch supporters 
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton, 
Sam Fox School Dean Carmon 
Colangelo, and Sabine Eckmann, 
director and chief curator of the 
Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum. 
"Here is a school with a museum capable 
of hosting an exhibition of internationa l 
reputation," MacKeith says, "and one that 
carries a greater message of the val ue of 
design and architecture to us all ." 
The culmination of many years of work by countless 
individuals around the world is Eero Saarinen: Shaping the 
Future. The exhibit, running january 30 through April 27, 
2009, at the Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum, as with 
the Arch, was worth the wait. 
"One notable aspect of the exhibition is the combina­
tion of photographs and original drawings mixed with 
models, furniture, and details," MacKeith says. "All of that 
in combination gives a real three-dimensional character 
and brings such an exhibition to life. " 
Eero Saarinen: Shaping ti1e Future examines Saarinen's 
life and work in multiple areas. The first area, with labels 
such as "making modern mainstream" and "Eero Saarinen 
and Associates," examines his youth, early work, and 
family, especially the influence of his architect father, Eliel 
Saarinen. The elder Saarinen was a famed Finnish architect 
in his own right and the first director of the Cranbrook 
Academy of Art, outside Detroit. Cranbrook is where the 
younger Saarinen learned his craft. He met, and over time 
collaborated with, many famous artists, architects, and 
designers, such as Charles and Ray Eames. 
The next area, "envisioning modern life" and "furnish­
ing the 20th century," offers displays of Saarinen 's furni­
ture and housing design. Housing was not a major part 
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of his portfolio, but his 
impact on furniture design 
was Significant, especially 
his famed tulip chair. 
The "forging 
community" space 
presents Saarinen's work 
for universities; espe­
cially intriguing is the 
model of the David S. 
Ingalls Hockey Rink, or 
what is affectionately 
called "the Yale whale." This area also includes Saarinen 's 
work on the Kresge Chapel and Kresge Auditorium at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
The exhibit also explores Saarinen's influence on 
business with a section labeled "creating corporate 
style." Showcasing his impact on corporate America are 
photos and drawings of his headquarters for General 
Motors Technical Center in Detroit and for john Deere 
& Company Administrative Center in Peoria, Illinois, 
among others. The collection also illustrates Saarinen'S 
impact on American transportation, or "shaping an 
American identity," with models of his modern designs 
for the Trans World Airlines Terminal (now john F. 
Kennedy International Airport in New York) and Dulles 
International Airport Terminal in Chantilly, Virginia , 
outside Washington, D.C. 
The pinnacle of the exhibit is the space devoted solely 
to the Gateway Arch. This area makes it clear-with 
drawings, models, photos, and videos-that the Arch 
catapulted the architect's prominence and his signifi­
cance to modern architecture. 
Washington University is one of only nine interna­
tional sites to host the Saarinen exhibit and, according to 
MacKeith, doing so elevated the Sam Fox School's iden­
tity. "Here is a school with a museum capable of hosting 
an exhibition of international reputation," he says, "and 
one that carries a greater message of the value of design 
and architecture to us all." (The exhibit opens next at the 
Museum of the City of New York in November 2009.) 
Hosting the exhibit also reaffirmed the close ties 
Washington University shares with Finland . Leading 
Finnish architects serving as visiting professors have 
taught University architecture students for some 
60 years. Therefore, when the exhibition opened 
on january 30, a number of Finnish diplomats and 
dignitaries (including Ritva jolkkonen, the consul 
TWA Terminal, New York International (now John F Kennedy 
International) Airport, New York, c. 1962. Photograph.· Balthazar 
Korab. ©Balthazar Korab Ltd 
general of Finland in New York, and Matti Hakkanen, 
former ambassador of Finland and second cousin to 
Saarinen) attended the opening weekend. Honoring 
the occasion, the University flew the Finnish flag, a gift 
from the Finnish Consulate General in New York, from 
the top of Brookings Hall. 
Another important aspect of hosting the exhibition was 
its educational value to students and faculty. "We could 
say Saarinen's work parallels the mission of the Sam Fox 
School," MacKeith says. "Saarinen was the embodiment 
of someone who worked collaboratively, who worked 
with new materials, who worked with new technologies­
who worked in design, in architecture, and art." 
Embracing a collaborative spirit during the spring 
semester, students and faculty worked on and stud­
ied the exhibit; they built courses around it; and they 
created other related programs and events. One in 
particular stands out: On the Riverfi"Ollt: St. Louis and the 
Gateway Arch, running January 30 through April 27 in 
Steinberg Hall Architecture Gallery. The exhibition, 
co-curated by MacKeith; Eric Mumford, associate profes­
sor of architecture; and Don Koster, visiting assistant pro­
fessor of archi tecture, showcased the 1947-48 Jefferson 
National Expansion Memorial competition in more 
detail. In concert, the Sam Fox School hosted a daylong 
symposium of landscape architects, urban designers, his­
torians, and critics to discuss the future of the riverfront. 
Sketch of David 5. Ingalls Hockey Rink, Yale University, 
New Haven, Connecticut, c. 1953. Courtesy Eero Saarinen 
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"This allowed us to talk about the Arch not just as 
an object, but as a work of landscape design," MacKeith 
says, "and it allowed us to talk about the riverfront and 
its history, and then to provide a setting for a more 
informed discussion on what should happen next." 
According to MacKeith, the timing of the exhibits 
could not have been better, because many in the city are 
concerned about the future of the area. "Again, we'd like 
to think that having the exhibitions here helped inform 
the discussions, which is exactly what a University 
should be doing in its community," he concludes. [g] 
Terri Nappier IS the editor of th is magaz ine . 
For more information, visit: http://kemperartmuseumwustl.edu/ 
SaarinenEdu.html or http://wwweerosaarinen.netltour.shtml. 
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John Baugh, the Margaret Bush Wilson Professor in Arts & Sciences, documented discrimination for housing, education, 
employment, and medical services based on the sound of one's voice. Govemment agencies and private organizations now 
use the technique he pioneered two decades ago to test for fair housing practices. 
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A	he scouted for an apartment while on a one-year fellowship near San Francisco, the black professor detected a suspicious pattern. 
"In three or four instances, I showed up and 
was told nothing was available, even though the 
landlords had been enthusiastic [when we talked] on 
the phone," reca lls John Baugh, the Margaret Bush 
Wilson Professor in Arts & Sciences and professor 
of psychology, linguistics, English , education, and 
anthropology, all in Arts & SCiences. 
For other African Americans, that realization 
might have been good reason for venting righteous 
rage, calling in the NAACP, or filing a discrimination 
lawsuit. For Baugh, a linguist whose research to that 
point had focused on black vernacular English, his 
personal experience represented something else-a 
scholarly opportunity. 
He designed an experiment to determine whether 
"l inguistic profiling" was being practiced against 
African-American and Latino apartment-seekers. Using 
three different names, phone numbers, and voices, 
Baugh phoned Bay Area landlords and spoke, serially, 
in black, MeXican-accented, or standard English. Sure 
enough, callers who sounded African American or 
Latino were more frequently put off or rejected. 
Baugh's research documenting "discrimination 
based on the sound of someone's voice" was a 
breakthrough for linguistics and the law. Government 
agenCies and private organizations now use the 
technique he pioneered two decades ago to test for 
Professor John Baugh's 
international research 
documents how some­
one speaks affects 
outcomes-from being 
declined housing, to not 
being promoted or gain­
ing employment at all. 
BY KENNETH J. COOPER 
f 
!) 
fair housing practices. The impact has been far greater 
than a lawsuit 's would have been. 
"I think it shows a very clever, very deep 
appreciation of linguistics and African-American 
issues," notes Edward S. Macias, provost and executive 
vice chancellor for academic affairs. "John's been able 
to put his research together in a way that has brought 
a unique contribution to SOCiety." 
From housing, Baugh's research steadily expanded 
into education, employment, and medical issues . 
He also examined linguistic bias against populations 
not defined by race or ethnicity, including women 
seeking executive positions, men stereotyped as 
homosexuals because they lisp the letter "s," and 
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From housing, Baugh's research steadily 
expanded into education, employment, and 
medical issues. He also examined lingu istic bias 
against populat ions not def ined by race or 
ethnicity, including women seeking executive 
positions... "For my work, linguist ic profil ing is Southerners whom 
Northerners deem less much bigger than race," explains Baugh. 
intelligent because of 

their drawl. He has even 





"For my work, 

linguistic profiling is 

much bigger than race," 

explains Baugh, who 

recently directed the 

African & African American Studies program. 

His exploration of language and fairness also 
extends to studies conducted abroad in France, South 
Africa, Brazil, and Jamaica . "I was kind of U.S.-centric 
in my initial research, then I expanded more broadly," 
he says. 
Explaining African-American speech patterns 
As a graduate student in the 1970s, Baugh focused on 
the form of English traditionally spoken by African 
Americans. His doctoral thesis explored the ways many 
people alter their speech patterns to include more or 
less standard English, depending on who is listening. 
William Labov, a prominent linguist who pioneered 
studies of black English, supervised Baugh's disserta­
tion at the University of Pennsylvania. 
Another pioneer was Robert L. Williams, an early 
predecessor of Baugh's as director of Washington 
University's African & African American Studies 
program. At an academic conference in St. Louis in 
1973, Williams coined the term "ebonics"-a confla­
tion of "ebony" for black and "phonics" for speech 
sounds-as an alternative to black English. 
Two years later, Williams, now professor emeritus 
of psychology and African & African American studies, 
edited and self-published the seminal Ebonics: The True 
Language ofBlack Folks. 
"Bob and I participated in many of the same confer­
ences over the years," Baugh recalls. "When he intro­
duced the term 'ebonics,' as a linguist, I paid attention." 
Many considered ebonics to be just colorful street 
slang or, worse, bad English spoken by people who did 
not know any better. Baugh and other linguists see 
ebonies as a tongue having its own logic and consis­
tent rules, which developed during early exchanges 
between African slaves and their European captors. 
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Williams defined ebonics as a byproduct of the 
Atlantic slave trade, therefore making it international, 
not solely American. Baugh also embraced Williams' 
original concept. 
As a young professor at the University of Texas (UT), 
Baugh produced a seminal book of his own, Black Street 
Speech: Its History, Structure, and Survival, in 1983. At the 
time, the prevailing scholarship was that black adults 
speak standard English. That conclusion was contrary 
to his own experience, so he decided to investigate. 
For four years, he recorded conversations with 
African-American adults from different cities in 
various social settings. His analysis of their speech 
patterns found considerable "style shifting": more 
. vernacular usage in informal conversations with 
familiar individuals, more standard English in formal 
settings with strangers. 
At the end of the 1980s, Baugh's research turned 
toward applied linguistics, starting with a fellowship 
at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral 
Sciences in Stanford, California . While at the think 
tank, he conducted the study of linguistic profiling 
in rental housing. (He found an apartment midway 
through his research.) 
Baugh departed UT to join Stanford University's faculty 
in 1990. There he explored linguistic issues in doctor­
patient communications. In education, he concluded 
that the teaching of phonics would be more effective if .' 
adapted to pupils whose first language was ebonics or 
Spanish. He also came out in favor of bilingual instruc­
tion to help ebonics speakers learn standard English. 
"John's research was one of the main reasons I 
went to Stanford to get my Ph .D. ," says H. Samy Alim, 
an assistant professor of anthropology at UCLA with 
whom Baugh co-edited a 2007 book, Talkin Black Talk: 
Language, Edllcation, and Social Change. "He's a senior 
scholar who's well-respected and at the top of his field. " 
l 
\ 
"In some classical sense, 
II 
1 
As the 1990s ended, Baugh authored two more books: 
Out of the Mouths ofSlaves: African American Language 
and Educational Malpractice is a 1999 collection of essays; 
Beyond Ebonics: Linguistic Pride and Racial Prejudice signaled 
a shift toward broader issues in 2000. 
Investigating international profiling 
Under a 10-year grant the Ford Foundation awarded in 
2002, Baugh has conducted studies of linguistic profiling 
in Paris, Rio de janeiro, and in the United States, South 
Africa, and jamaica. His research in France, for instance, 
found bias a&ainst job seekers who use"African pronun­
ciation" or have Arabic names. 
"As soon as someone's name was Mohammed, he 
wasn't getting the job," Baugh says. "We had that in a 
report before the cars were being burned" (during the 
rioting in France by North African immigrants in 2005). 
That year, Macias, the Barbara and David Thomas 
Distinguished Professor in Arts & Sciences and then-
dean of Arts & SCiences, successfully recruited Baugh 
after 15 years at Stanford. Baugh became Washington 
University's first Margaret Bush Wilson Professor, an 
endowed chair named for the St. Louis attorney and 
emerita University trustee who was the first woman to 
chair the NAACP's board. (See page 3 for more on Wilson.) 
"It was a real coup and something we were very proud 
-. 
of," Macias says. "It's unusual for someone who's a long­
standing member of Stanford's faculty to be willing to leave." 
Baugh spent last summer at the University of West 
Indies, working under the Ford grant with specialists 
on jamaican patois, a form of ebonics. He plans to bring 
jamaican researchers to campus to continue collaboration 
on bilingual programs for patois speakers. 
a 
jamaica is a bilingual country," 
Baugh says. "If you're going to 
educate poor kids in jamaica, 
it's not a bad idea to start 
with their home language 
and transition to standard 
English," without saying their native tongue is wrong. 
Also forthcoming is a two-volume set he edited on 
interdisciplinary approaches to linguistic profiling, based 
on a Ford-funded conference held on campus in 2006. 
Promoting a vision, transforming society 
In addition to conducting research, Baugh adminis­
tered an academic program, where he promoted "a 
vision of African and African American studies that's 
infused throughout the University." He built academic 
bridges to professional schools and physical science 
departments, for instance. Three of the program's recent 
majors, he is proud to say, declared themselves pre-med. 
He also has worked to increase the number of black 
engineering students. 
Baugh acknowledges a paradox about his former 
dual roles as an administrator and scholar. "I was running 
a program fundamentally based on race, but my research 
is trying to get past race," he notes. 
In a 2006 journal article, Baugh presented a rough 
model of a "historical hardship index" for determining 
who should benefit from affirmative action. 
The main index weighs 10 factors, such as being 
a standard English speaker, a voluntary immigrant, 
disabled, or descended from slaves. Three other factors 
are race, skin color, and hair texture, but those "racial 
categories" are grouped in an "optional section." 
His preliminary model, which he acknowledges 
needs refinement, reflects what Alim describes as Baugh's 
scholarly goals to "use the tools of social science to 
transform the society we live in" and "improve the lives 
of all people." M 
Kenneth J. Cooper, A.B . '77, is a Pulitzer prize-winning writer based in Boston . 




Professor Tava Olsen links operations management 
research to real-world business and back to the 
classroom. 





N ew Zealand is perhaps best known for kiwi fruit and the Lord of the Rings film trilogy. In the world of supply chain and operations and manufacturing management, though, one of that country's most important exports may 
well be Tava Lennon Olsen, a professor of operations and 
manufacturing management in the Olin Business School. 
Olsen joined the Olin School in 2000 and is part of the 
School's increasingly recognized faculty in this field. Her 
specific research interests include supply chain manage­
ment, pricing, inventory control, and stochastic (random) 
models of production and service systems-all of which are 
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providing the business community with previously 
unavailable management tools. 
When asked what these arcane terms mean, 
Olsen replies: "The super short answer is I teach 
business. A level above that is I teach bUSiness 
operations. And a level above that I say: ' It's what 
makes a company run. It's all the scheduling, logistics, 
inventory, capacity setting, and staffing decisions. It 's 
all the processes in a company that make it run.'" 
Olsen began her examination of what makes a 
company run with her doctoral dissertation, which 
was titled "Response-Time Approximations for 
Multi-Server Polling Models, with Manufacturing 
Applications ." After graduating with honors from the 
University of Auckland with a degree in mathematics and 
computer science, Olsen came to the United States and 
Stanford University, where she earned a master's degree 
while working toward a doctorate in operations. 
" I have always been committed to research that is 
directly applicable to the real world," Olsen says. "I was 
involved in a summer project with a local company that 
manufactured heat shrinkable tubing. They had a problem 
with scheduling and managing their orders. I worked with 
them, and they implemented some of my suggestions. 
Their issues became my thesis topiC on managing 
made-to-order systems with setups." 
In 1994, she accepted a position in the indus­
trial and operations engineering department at the 
University of Michigan, where she served as assistant 
professor for six years. During her time in Michigan, 
she became intrigued by the real and complex issues 
faced by the auto manufacturers, because they rely on 
setup operations. To explain, she describes just one 
component: a bumper. 
"You make it, you paint it, but how do you 
schedule these systems when you have a special order 
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According to Olin Business School Dean Mahendra Gupta, "Tava has been a great researcher and teacher, developing new courses and 
bringing new knowledge to our students. " Here, she meets with Xingxing Chen, a Ph.D. student studying operations. 
and short lead-times? How do you manage them most 
effectively'To help answer these questions, my goal was 
to work toward an overarching theory on how to manage 
made-to-order (manufacturing) systems," she says. 
Since then, Olsen has been conducting research 
into how firms trade off service quality and pricing 
structure, so different lead-times and availability can be 
offered to their customers. 
"The companies I have worked with have been very 
open to conversing with me about how they do busi­
ness, " she says. "They usually are open to my thoughts 
and ideas, but getting stuff implemented can sometimes 
be a bit of a hurdle." 
Olsen has continued her research most recently by working with two local start-up companies that are both in the early stages of development. One is a made-to-order swim wear manufacturer, 
and the other specializes in gene sequencing, In both 
cases, she is examining how to organize and sequence 
the production process to accommodate regular delivery 
as well as expedited or rush delivery that comes with a 
higher price tag for this service. 
"The challenge is actually expediting it in the produc­
tion process without messing up everything else, " Olsen 
says. "You don't want to make everyone else's order late 
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just because you put in an expedited order, and you don't 
want to be running around doing lots of overtime, either. So 
how do you basically reserve capacity for these top-priority 
orders without wasting capacity?" 
The issue is more complex than simply developing 
a production process that delivers all swimsuits on an 
expedited ftrst-in-ftrst-out schedule, according to Olsen. 
That solution would involve a larger workforce and create 
a backlog. Instead, Olsen is studying how to balance issues, 
such as reserving a majority of the capacity for normal 
delivery and a smaller percentage for the top-priority orders. 
"That way, you reserve space for the priority order so it 
can go to the head of the line. There is space left for that 
order in the schedule, and it gets delivered faster, " she says. 
"This solution might push the 'normal' delivery time from 
five days to six days, for example, so there is a trade-off there . .. 
Those are the types of issues with which we are dealing." 
Even though gene sequencing would seem like a 
completely unrelated process, the local company faces 
many of the same Challenges as the swimwear manufac­
turer. For instance, different clients have different lead­
time preferences. Some are satisfied with a long lead-time 
because the gene sequencing is part of a much larger 
research project. Others have very specific-and shorter­
lead-times because they need the data for a grant applica­
tion or other deadline, 
"Health-care providers now realize that it would 
be good for them to better manage their 
processes," she says. "Since there have been 
significant success stories in the industry recently, 
they are more open to having conversations about 
how we can help them improve these processes." 
"We are very early in our discussions, but we are looking 
at how you balance different lead-times, increasing the 
utility of their customers so that they are receiving the lead­
times they want and perhaps increasing their revenue by 
charging for the extra flexibility of faster service," she says. 
Olsen also recently has begun to apply her research 
from manufacturing to health-care operations. Her work is 
especially relevant considering President Barack Obama's 
comments during his White House Health Summit in 
March: "Health care is no longer just a moral imperative, it 
is a fiscal imperative. If we want to create jobs and rebuild 
our economy-and get our federal budget under control­
then we have to address the crushing cost of health care 
this year, in this administration./I 
Health-care providers are facing increasing pressures to 
reduce costs and improve quality. Based on accurate, real­
time data made possible by recent information-technology 
breakthroughs, Olsen can create mathematical models 
that can give health-care organizations new management 
tools to control costs and improve quality of service. 
"Health-care providers now realize that it would be 
good for them to better manage their processes," she 
says. "Since there have been significant success stories 
in the industry recently, they are more open to having 
conversations about how we can help them improve 
these processes." 
Olsen's activities with health care dovetail nicely 
with her teaching responsibilities. She currently co-teaches 
a course in health-care management and teaches an 
M.B.A. elective on operations management in the service 
industry. Olsen and Jackson Nickerson, the Frahm Family 
Professor of Organization and Strategy, developed the new 
core course, Critical Thinking for Leaders, which is part of 
incoming M.B.A. students' GO! Program. They also created 
a new M.B.A. elective, Critical Thinking Processes and 
Modeling for Effective Decision Making, which teaches 
students how to apply problem-solving skills to unstruc­
tured problems. 
"Tava has been a great researcher and teacher, 
developing new courses and bringing new knowledge 
to our students," says Mahendra Gupta, dean of the Olin 
Business School and the Geraldine J. and Robert L. Virgil 
Professor of Accounting and Management. "She is pas­
sionate about teaching critical thinking, and the result is 
a very important course that enhances students' abilities 
to examine complex business problems and address and 
synthesize them in a careful and meaningful manner. 
That is an invaluable skill as they develop professionally." 
I n September 2008, Olsen was appointed to be the first faculty development chair at the Olin School, the first school at Washington University to create such a position. The position is an out­
growth of the business school's long-range strategiC 
plan to attract, develop, and retain exceptional faculty 
members who embody the diversity inherent in the 
business world. She is charged with enhancing the 
development of junior faculty. 
"I'm working with the senior associate dean for 
faculty to support the faculty mentoring program and 
solicit feedback on ways to improve it," she says. "We are 
to identify areas in which faculty may need guidance or 
resources to enhance their development, encourage col­
laboration and institutional support among faculty and 
other Olin constituents, and identify ways to promote a 
diverse and inclusive environment among the faculty." 
After the mentoring program matures, Olsen says 
she will turn her attention to other issues that she will 
cultivate from the faculty, such as conducting teaching 
workshops or ways to promote interdisciplinary research. 
As someone who is just as good at applying her 
knowledge of business operations to her own career, 
Olsen will no doubt continue to improve her work inside 
the classroom, throughout the Olin School, and outside 
with the business world. M 
C.B. Adams IS a freelance writer based in St. Charles, Missouri. 
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RVESTING 
Professor Himadri Pakrasi researches the pathways microbes 
and plants use during photosynthesis, and the possibility of 
emulating these processes to harness renewable energy. 
I n the search for renewable sources of energy, Himadri Pakrasi recommends looking to the 
experts-algae and plants. 
"Harvesting solar energy is what plants do," says 
Pakrasi, who is the George Willi am and Irene Koechig 
Freiberg Professor o f Biology in Arts & Sciences as well 
as a professor of energy in the School of Engineering & 
Applied SCience. "Plants use sunlight to extract energy 
from water. In doing so they make all the thi ngs we 
need to sustain our lives." 
Pakrasi's dedication to better understanding the 
green-energy operations of algae and plants- which 
even elementary school children know as photosyn­
thesis-is one of the things that led the University to 
name him director of the International 
Center for Advanced Renewable 
Energy and Sustainability (I-CARES). 
Established two years ago, I-CARES 
is committed to encouraging 
sus tainabl e energy research among 
departments and across interna­
tional borders-a crucial task in 
this era of dwindling oil supplies 
and rising ca rbon dioxide levels . 
"Professor Pakrasi is a noted 
scholar in the field of biology­
specifically helping us to better 
understand the complex process 
of photosynthesis in cyanobac­
teria," says Chancellor Mark S. 
Wrighton . "At Washington 
University, he has been an accomplished leader 
with a reputation for bringing people together 
across different academic disciplines to meet 
common research objectives. I am pleased to 
have him serve as director of the International 
Center for Advanced Renewable Energy and 
Sustainability-working to place Washington 
University in a leadership role to address some 
of the world's greatest challenges." 
Those challenges are formidable, in part 
because of the sheer amount of energy humans 
consume; we'd have to build a nuclear power 
plant a week for the nex t 40 years to meet our 
curren t energy needs. Pakrasi says needs this great 
cannot possibly be met by a single department or 
academic field-o r even a single solution. That's 
why the interdisc iplinary and international focus 
of I-CARES is so important. "We need to develop 
short-term, middle-term, and long-term solu­
tions," Pakrasi says. 
Pakrasi's own research may one day contribute 
to the long-term so lu tions. While we start study­
ing photosynthesis in elemen tary school, there's 
a lot we still don 't know about this process-and 
that Pakrasi and his colleagues are committed to 
finding out. Working with cya nobacteria ("blue­
green algae")-bac teria that photosynthesize in 
much the same way plants do-as well as with 
mosses and flowering plants, Pakrasi is seeking 
to better understand several aspects of photosyn­
thesis: the role of the membranes in the plant 
Right. Professor Himadri Pakrasi meets with freshman Tiffany Tsao in the Goldfarb Plant Growth 
Facility Pakrasi and members of his lab are seeking to better understand the photosynthetic process in 
flowering plants, mosses, and algae, such as Dunaliella parva, far left, and Cyanothece 51142, left. 
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cells that house the photosynthetic apparatus, issues of 
maintaining fluid and nutrient balance, and the details 
of the physical and chemical pathways involved in draw­
ing energy from the sun. 
He's particularly interested in a group of proteins 
collectively known as Photosystem 2 that form a criti­
cal part of those pathways. A group of four atoms of 
the element manganese plays a particularly 
critical role in how Photosystem 2 works, 
and Pakrasi's now seeking to understand 
exactly how the manganese atoms 
are arranged. That understanding 
could ultimately help pave the way 
for photosynthesis-based solar 
energy. "Maybe one day we can 
organize manganese in solar 
cells as well," Pakrasi says, 
"so that we can emulate 
plants and use sunlight 
to produce oxygen 
and extract energy." 
Emulating how 
plants produce energy 
could have many advantages, 
but perhaps the biggest is that 
plants not only do not emit carbon 
dioxide into the air we breathe, they 
actively consume it. "Photosynthesis is a very 
sustainable way of harvesting energy, and it happens right 
before our eyes, " Pakrasi says. "The great mystery is right 
here: How do plants do what they do, and what can we 
learn from them?" 
P akrasi is actively involved in other projects as well, including collaborating with Washington University's Genome Sequencing Center to better 
understand the genomes of cyanobacteria. He also spear­
heads a five-year, $5 million National Science Foundation 
(NSF) grant to study how photosynthetic organisms 
respond to unusually intense levels of sunlight-more 
research that could eventually help us to better harvest 
sunlight for human purposes. 
"Himadri has always been at the cutting edge of think­
ing and technology," says Ralph Quatrano, dean of Arts 
& Sciences and the Spencer T. Olin Professor of Biology. 
"He's made seminal contributions in this field over the 
last 15 years." Quatrano, a longtime colleague of Pakrasi 's, 
is currently working with him on the NSF-funded project. 
Pakrasi says understanding plants better could one 
day solve our energy problems, but he's quick to add that 
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we shouldn 't rely on photosynthesis-or any other single 
method-alone to do so. For one thing, photosynthetic solar 
cells are likely another 30 years away, and we can't ignore 
our current energy needs until we perfect them. We need to 
pursue shorter-term sustainable energy sources as well. 
"We cannot wait for the perfect solution," Pakrasi says. 
"We need a 10-year plan, a 50-year plan, and a 100-year 
plan." In the near term, he says, we should consider every 
possible potential renewable energy source at hand, includ­
ing biofuels, wind power, and geothermal power. "We have 
to take advantage of just about any way we can to harvest 
energy in a nondestructive manner," Pakrasi says. 
He adds that everyone has a role to play in our near­
term energy solutions, in part through basic conservation 
measures such as shutting off lights when we leave rooms, 
combining many small trips to the grocery story into fewer 
shorter ones, and reducing our use of bottled water and 
the disposable plastic that goes with it. "The collective 
effects of these types of activities can have a strong impact," 
Pakrasi says. "Every bit helps." 
Conserving the energy we have and harvesting renew­ ) 
able energy every way we can both require expertise in a \
wide range of fields-everything from biology, chemistry, t' 
and physics to architecture, political SCience, and social 
science-as well as a tremendous amount of collaboration 
among the researchers in all these fields. That's where 
I-CARES (http://i-cares.wustl.edu/) comes in. 
"I-CARES is not a school, and it 's not a department," 
Pakrasi says. "It's an entity that crosses all schools and 
all departments. There is nothing at I-CARES that is not 
in terdisciplinary." 
Thus far, Washington University has committed more 
than $70 million to I-CARES. Those funds are contribut­
ing to the Stephen F. and Camilla T. Brauer Hall now under 
construction on the northeast side of the Danforth Campus. 
When completed in fall 2010, Brauer Hall will house 
the Department of Energy, EnVironmental , & Chemical 
Engineering and I-CARES. Funds also are committed to 
endowing seven interdisciplinary university professorships 
and supporting 12 collaborative research projects on cam­
pus. A call for additional projects recently went out. 
I-CARES also encourages international collaboration 
by acting as the umbrella organization for the McDonnell 
Academy Global Energy and Environment Partnership 
(MAGEEP) . I-CARES has helped fund 14 MAGEEP research 
projects to date (http://mageep.wustl.edu/), and it organized 
a McDonnell Academy meeting in Hong Kong that brought 
together researchers from 24 universities in 14 countries. 
Conference speakers included Nobel Prize-winning physicist 
Steven Chu, who is now the U.S. secretary of energy. 
Kimberly Wegener, a doctoral5tudent in plant biology and a member of Profe550r Pakra5i'5 lab, 5tudie5 photo5ynthe5i5 in different 5pecie5 
of cyanobacteria . Thi5 re5earch provide5 insight into the mechani5m of energy metaboli5m in cyanobacteria, algae, and plant5. 
[-CARES and MAGEEP recently announced another 
international effort where research and industry will work 
together: the Consortium for Clean Coal Utilization, which 
will seek out more sustainable and less environmentally 
damaging ways of using coal. "The way [-CARES sees it, coal 
is going to be used no matter what," Pakrasi says. "So how 
can we help lower the burden of carbon dioxide that invari­
ably comes with the use of coa!?" Peabody, Arch Coal, Inc., 
and Ameren are the founding sponsors of the consortium. 
"There's a lot of work that needs to be done," Pakrasi 
says of all I-CARES' efforts, including a new initiative with 
the U.S. Department of Energy (see pg. 5) . " It cannot be 
done by a single lab or a single school or a single univer­
sity. We need to create a collaborative environment where 
people are comfortable going beyond the boundaries of 
their own departments and their own nations to work on 
~ big projects and big ideas." 
~ 
P akrasi is well-suited to lead such a collaborative ~ .. , effort. He earned his undergraduate and graduate degrees not in biology but in physics, 
from Presidency College and the University of Calcutta 
in India . It wasn't until he came to the University of 
Missouri at Columbia to earn his Ph.D. that he began 
working as a biologist. After completing postdoctoral work 
at Michigan State University, he worked at DuPont-where 
he first met Quatrano-for a time. "I quickJy figured out 
that industry wasn't for me, " Pakrasi says. Recruited by 
Washington University, he came here as an assistant 
professor of biology in 1987 and never left. 
Pakrasi still loves working across disciplines-with 
phYSicists, chemists, mathematicians, engineers, and 
others-and does so regularly both in his own research 
and as director of I-CARES. "Coupling an interdisci­
plinary background with the people skills to lead is a 
rare combination, but Himadri has that combination," 
Quatrano says. "He's really stepped forward to take on 
responsibility and leadership in issues of energy, the 
environment, and sustainability." 
Pakrasi says continuing to cross boundaries of all sorts 
is critical , because we need to succeed in finding and 
developing better and more sustainable sources of energy. 
"Today or tomorrow or 10 years from now, we're going 
to deplete our fossil fuel resources," he says. "Unless we do 
our research and development now, we're going to be in 
big trouble someday." 
He is quick to emphasize, however, that researchers 
know what needs to be done. "I truly believe that this is 
the era of energy research, " he says. "That should be at 
the front and center of everything we do." ~ 
Janni L Simner. A.B. '89, A.B. '89, is a freelance w riter based in Tucson, Artzona. 

For more information, visit the summer online magazine: http://magazine.wustl.edu/. 







Hypertension specialist Cheryl (Rucker) Whitaker, 
M.D. '93, shows patients and now other members 
of the Chicago community connections between 
actions and health outcomes- and inspires them 
to participate in improving their well-being. 
BY DIANE DUKE WILLIAMS 
K
nown as the "silent killer," hyperten­
sion often has no symptoms or comes 
on so gradually that symptoms get over­
looked. Many people may be unaware for years that they have the condition, 
also called high blood pressure. 
"If we can figure out how to control 
hypertension, we can save a lot of lives," 
says Cheryl (Rucker) Whitaker, M.D. '93, a 
hypertension specialist. "! was drawn to this 
area of medicine because it is a chroniC condition 
that affects so many people." 
Hypertension makes the heart work harder 
to pump blood to the body, leading to hardening 
of the arteries and heart failure. It is by far the 
largest risk factor for heart disease, stroke, and 
kidney diseases. 
One of every four adults in the United States 
has hypertension. The exact causes are not 
known, but people are more apt to have the 
condition if they' re older, African American, 
overweight, or have a family history of the disease. 
PhYSicians use an arsenal of medications to treat 
hypertension, in addition to recommending that 
patients exercise, quit smoking, cut down on salt 
in their diets, lose weight, and manage stress. 
As medical director of the 
Hypertension Center and assistant 
professor of preventive medicine at 
Rush University Medical Center in 
Chicago, Whitaker's not going to 
threaten or demand that her patients 
make changes to better manage their 
high blood pressure. She calmly explains 
how high blood pressure works and 
how modifications in lifestyle or 
medication could help-and then lets 
patients decide the next step. 
"! try to help people realize the 
connection between what they do now 
and how that will affect their health 
20 to 30 years from now," she says. "1 
want to encourage patients to be active 
participants in their condition." 
Whitaker is one of a growing group of physicians 
who believe that a patient is the expert on his or her 
disease and has some control over the outcome. And 
she is an expert trainer in the Stanford Chronic Disease 
Self-Management Program, which provides six-week 
workshops for people with different chronic health 
problems. The workshops, in senior centers, libraries, and 
other community settings, address techniques to deal 
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As senior program officer 
for health at the Chicago 
Community Trust 
Foundation, Whitaker 
will help decide which 
with frustration;
health programs receive fatigue and pain; 
appropriate use$6 million. She says: "\ 
of medications; 
will miss my patients, but communicating 
effectively with\ wanted an opportunity 	 family, friends, 
and healthfor my work to have a 
professionals;
broader impact now." and evaluating 
new treatments, 
in addition to 
other issues. 
One of Whitaker's patients, an African-American 
woman in her 50s, had high b.lood pressure that could 
not be controlled. The two determined that her biggest 
problems were lack of activity and weight. Working with 
a nutritionist, the patient changed her eating habits and 
started exercising on a regular basis with her husband. 
She lost 20 pounds, and her blood pressure has come 
down. "Her journey was so inspiring," Whitaker says. 
"She feels so much better. She comes into the office 
looking so sassy and dressed up. I saw her self-esteem 
going through the roof." 
In addition to treat ing patients, Whitaker has led major 
clinical studies at Rush that attempt to improve behavioral 
and coping skills for people living with chronic condi­
tions such as diabetes, hypertension, and heart failure. 
She received the Secretary of Health and Human Services 
Award for Innovations in Health for her proposal to 
develop an exercise program for African-American women 
and was honored for her work on disparities in amputa­
tion rates between African Americans and Caucasians. 
Another hat Whitaker wears is hosting a weekly 
radio segment called "Health Matters" on a Chicago 
radio station, WVON AM 1690. "I get to pick the health 
topiC and try to present it in a way that most people can 
understand," she says. "Doing the radio show is a way to 
give back to the community." 
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Whitaker grew up in the small town of Washington, Georgia, the oldest child of working class parents. She decided that she wanted to become a doctor when she was 
9 years old. Although her family emphasized helping 
others, she was discouraged from her career chOice. "Even 
though I had top grades in school, they didn't think a poor 
girl could do thiS, and to them the dream seemed very far 
away and unattainable," she says. "It was pretty much by 
sheer will and determination that I reached this goal." 
Whitaker enjoyed medical school at Washington 
University, and some of her favorite memories are of 
studying all night with fellow students who became 
lifelong friends. They often drove to Ted Drewes for 
concretes during study breaks. At the School of Medicine, 
Whitaker considered becoming an ophthalmologist. But 
while earning a master's degree in public health at the 
Harvard University School of Public Health after gradu­
ating from medical school, she realized she was more a 
generalist than a speCialist. 
She completed training in internal medicine at 
Stanford University Hospital and a residency in primary 
care internal medicine at the University of California, 
San FranCisco, where she developed expertise in health­
care delivery to the urban poor and underserved. 
Additional.1y, she pursued a fellowship in health services 
research at Northwestern University School of Medicine. 
In 1997, Whitaker joined the community faculty 
of the University of Chicago, where she met a young 
administrator whose husband was an IllinOis senator. 
Whitaker and her husband, Dr. Eric Whitaker, became 
very good friends with the young couple, Michelle and 
Barack Obama. While aU living on the South Side of 
Chicago, they got to know each other through barbecues, 
Scrabble® games, and vacations. Eric Whitaker, now an 
executive vice president at the University of Chicago 
Medical Center, traveled with Obama during the final 
days of his campaign and was part of his frequent 
basketball games. 
Whitaker, her husband, and their children, Caleb 
and Ca itlin , also attended the presidential inauguration. 
"We were exhausted when it was over-it was like being 
at your best friend 's wedding for five or six days straight," 
she says. "But it was an amazing opportunity to be a 
part of history." 
At the time of the interview for this article, soon upon 
returning from the inauguration, Whitaker was packing 
boxes in her office to move to a new position. She had 
been named a senior program officer for health at the 
Chicago Community Trust Foundation, which supports 
the arts, economic development, health, education, and 
other programs across the greater Chicago area. Whitaker 
wiIl help decide each year which health programs receive 
a total of $6 million. 
"I will miss my patients, but I wanted an opportunity 
for my work to have a broader impact now," she says. "A 
decision to fund a proposal could benefit several hundred 
people in a day!" ~ 
Diane Duke Williams is a freelance w riter based in St. Louis. 
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After asuccessful 
career as a trial 
attorney, alumnus 
Donald Friedman 
got back to his true 
craft: writing. (Below) 
On the jacket of 
The Writer's Brush 
is Sylvia Plath's Two 
Women Reading. 
C. 1950-51. 
Tempera. 18 x 24 
inches. Courtesy 
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In his highly acclaimed book, The Writer's Brush, alumnus 

Donald Friedman reveals some 203 writer-artists with 

a desire and capacity to create in mUltiple media. 

BY CANDACE O'CONNOR 
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Hermann Hesse, Verso Arasio. 1931 . Watercolor 10-5/8 x 9-1/4 inches. Courtesy Hesse Museum, 
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That scamp Tom Sawyer, eager to avoid the chore of painting his aunt's 
fence, convinced gullible 
friends to do the work for 
him. But Tom's creator, 
the equally mischievous 
Mark Twain, took a serious 
delight in producing his 
own artwork-self-portraits, 
comic sketches, doodles­
feeling that they gave him 
a "new and exalted life," 
he once said. "It steeps me 
in a sacred rapture to see a 
portrait develop and take 
soul under my hand ." 
An astonishing num­
ber of writers have also 
been painters or sculptors, 
cartoonists or lithographers. 
In his 2007 book, The Writer'S Brush, author Donald 
Friedman, A.B. '65, wrote biographical sketches of 
203 writer-artists from around the world and paired 
them with reproductions of their artistic work. A 
handful, such as William Blake and Wyndham Lewis, 
had such luminous talent in both areas that "each 
morning was apparently a coin toss to determine 
whether the day would be spent stand ing in a smock 
or seated with a pen, " wrote Friedman in his intro­
duction. Others switched from one medium to the 
other; late in life, Tennessee Williams gave up play­
writing for painting. 
But most saw their art as simply a joyful new form 
of creative expression. As novelist and watercolorist 
Hermann Hesse wrote: "When I paint my little 
pictures, it is not so much a question of competence 
but of privilege, and probably of enormous luck, to 
be permitted to play with colors and sing in praise 
of nature." The very act of producing a work of art 
may even enhance a writer's prose, said writer and 
part-time cartoonist Flannery O'Connor. "I know a 
good many fiction writers who paint, not because 
they're any good at painting, but because it helps 
their wri ting. It forces them to look at things. " 
Friedman spent decades compiling such nug­
gets, and the result is a full-color, 457-page volume 
that has received widespread acclaim . "One of 
the most fascinating books of the year," declared 
The London Times. "A subversive jewel of an idea , 
sparkling audaciously on every page . .. ," said The New 
York Times Book Review, in a nod to Friedman's spare 
and sometimes sly comments, which illuminate the 
writers' inner lives. 
Al so included in the book is an essay by William 
H. Gass, the David May Distinguished University 
Professor Emeritus in the Humanities, who reflects 
on the varied success of writers living wi th the"dual 
muse." William Faulkner's drawings "simply dance 
the Cha rleston with energy and delight," he said , 
while the brilliant Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
produced paintings that were " technically weak, 
formally conventional, and emotionally banaJ." Poet 
Elizabeth Bishop was "not, by and large, a happy 
person; yet her watercolors, for the most part, take 
undiluted pleasure in their scenes." 
PJ.a child in New Jersey, Friedman loved art, painting in Oils by age 10 and sculpting in alabaster by 13. As an undergraduate at Washington University, he audited 
a School of Art drawing course and did some 
cartooning for Student Life. At the same time, he tried 
creative writing "and noticed ," he says, "in some 
way that I could not have articulated, that there was 
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/I Finally, I reflected on all of this: What did 
these writers have in common? What are 
~ 
the connections between word and image? 
What is creativity all about?/I 
Emily Bronte. Flossy. C. 1843. Watercolor on paper 9-112 x /3- /12 inches. 
Courtesy of the Bronte Society. 
a connection in my brain between the creative urge to 
draw and paint and to write." 
For three years, he was an unhappy pre-med student, 
dutifully taking science courses but feeling drawn to 
writing, acting, and civil rights issues, including an 
action that resulted in the integration of Santoro's, a 
popular restaurant nearby. His group of iconoclastic, 
creative friends-including his roommate Michael 
Shamberg, A.B. '66, later the producer of such films as 
Erin Brockovich and Pulp Fictiol1-provided his happiest 
times. Finally, someone persuaded writer Stanley Elkin 
to take Friedman on as his lone advisee. 
"When J walked into his office, he yelled at me: 
'Advisees! Advisees! Is that all r have to do is advise 
people?! ' Then he looked at my transcript and saw 
courses like comparative anatomy, and said: 'What am 
1 supposed to tell you about these things?' 1said 1was 
there because J liked to write stories, and he told me to 
bring him one, which I did. After he read it, he said: 
'This is not a story; stories begin with plot and action, 
not philosophy.' He proceeded to give me the basics on 
how to approach writing. He was a wonderful mentor. 
He was the best." 
After college, Friedman lived in poverty for a year, 
trying to write, but he quickly realized that he had no life 
experiences to draw upon. He decided to "join the estab­
lishment" and attend law school, planning to return to 
Rudyard Kipling. From "How the Whale Got His Throat. " Pen and 
ink. From Just So Stories (1902). 
writing at age 40, which is when he figured that "all useful 
life ended." He built a successful career as a trial lawyer, 
with his own New Jersey firm; he married and raised two 
children, including Samantha Friedman, A.B. '99, J.D. '03. 
But that goal of writing still nagged at him, as he 
scribbled ideas on napkins and scraps of paper through 
the years. "At the stroke of midnight on my 40th birthday, 
my wife said to me: 'Well, now are you going to start?'" 
he recalls. "She enrolled me in a writing course at the 
New School and bought me my first book about writing. 
That was the beginning." 
Early in the morning, he wrote before work-short 
stories at first, including "Jewing," published by 
Tikkul1 magaZine. That story evolved into a 1999 novel: 
The Hand Before the Eye, which won the First Series Award 
for the Novel from its publisher, Mid-List Press. Then 
Friedman returned to his old question about the link 
between writing and art. He found a reference to a 1971 
Chicago show about writer-artists and tracked down 
its records at the Newberry Library, finding a wealth 
of material. Retiring from his law practice in 2000, he 
plunged into this new project. 
"It was a four-part process," he says. "First, I found 
the art and got permission for its reproduction; then I 
read the writers' biographies, letters, and diaries for their 
insights into the process. Next I went through their lives, 
extracting telling details. All of them suffered from the 
most miserable life traumas, especially as young people. 
Finally, I reflected on all of this: What did these writers 
have in common? What are the connections between 
word and image? What is creativity all about? " 
Mid-List Press took a chance on this large volume­
and it quickly took off, with translations so far in 
German, Spanish, Rumanian, and Korean, and a 
major writer/artist exhibition, curated by Friedman, 
in Manhattan and Cambridge, Massachusetts. While 
Friedman never answered h is fundamental questions, 
he still ponders them, as he works on his second novel. 
In the end, perhaps the answer lies with a quote from 
poet and artist E. E. Cummings, included in his book: 
"".however ' the arts ' may differ among themselves, their 
common function is the expression of that supreme alive­
ness which is known as 'beauty.'" 
Candace O'Connor is a f reelance wri ter based in SI. Louis. 









deters crime, alumnus 

Kirk Ogrosky says the solution 







BY RICK SKWIOT 
I n late 2006, Kirk Ogrosky found Miami per-patient Medicare expenditures 20 to 30 times the national average for certain services. Because there was no plausible medical explanation, he thought it a 

good place to begin work. 

Ogrosky, A.B. '92, had just been named the head 

of the Criminal Division's health-care fraud enforce­

ment efforts at the U.S. Department of Justice (DO]). 

With the help of the FBI and a medical data analyst, he 

was looking for Medicare spending anomalies. Miami 

was one of "three regions that jumped off the page as 

being out of whack," says Ogrosky. The others were 

Los Angeles and Houston. 

Within a year, Ogrosky's Medicare Strike Force had 

indicted 120 Miami defendants for committing some 

$420 million in fraud, and ultimately it won more than 

99 percent of its cases. He now coordinates DOl's efforts 

in 94 districts across the land intent on finding and 

prosecuting health-care-related fraud- "in Medicare and 

private insurance, fraud against physicians, pharma­

ceutical pricing, hospital chains, and all kinds of public 
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and private payers," says Ogrosky. That includes National 
Institutes of Health academic medical-center pharmaceutical 
studies and state-administered Medicaid programs. 
Despite the high prosecution success-rate and extent of 
health-care fraud and waste-estimated at 10 percent of 
expenditures, or some $200 billion annually, with $2 billion 
of that in Miami alone-Ogrosky says prosecution isn't the 
ultimate answer to stemming it. 
"We can't prosecute our way out of health-care fraud. 
We'll end up with more government and tighter regulations 
if the health-care community itself doesn't solve the prob­
lem," says Ogrosky. 
"Prosecution is a drain on resources," says Ogrosky, 
who has been interviewed on NBC Nightly News, NPR, and 
Fox about health-care fraud deterrence. "This isn ' t sport­
the government doesn't want to put people in jail. We're 
trying to deter crime." 
Although perhaps not the final answer to eliminat­
ing health-care fraud, prosecution does seem to work as a 
deterrent. During DOl's Strike Force prosecutions in Miami, 
Medicare billing there dropped by $1.7 billion. 
NE WS 
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A role for medical pros and patients 
The solution to health-care fraud lies with health-care 
professionals and consumers, says Ogrosky. "We need all 
people to step up and say this is not right, to help us put 
an end to it"-particularly important now, he says, "with 
a finite amount of resources and looking at a doubling of 
health-care expenditures by 2015." 
A vital key to fighting fraud lies in the physician­
patient relationship, says Ogrosky. "By protecting that 
relationship, Medicare has been a trust-based system, 
based on trusting medical professionals and doctors to be 
gatekeepers." But patients need to pitch in as well, he says. 
"There's a big role for patient responsibility. Patients need 
to look at the explanation of benefits on their bill and call 
the 800 number" listed there when they find a discrepancy 
or have questions about charges. 
Dishonest patients are a big part of the problem in 
health-care fraud, says Ogrosky, "often complicit, taking 
money to participate in a scheme." 
In Miami, for example, patients received kickbacks 
for treatment, drugs, and medical equipment they never 
received. Others sold their Medicare numbers to owners 
of pharmacies and medical equipment companies, which 
then billed Medicare for products never delivered. 
"Fraud is most common," says Ogrosky, "where 
there are low barriers for entry into the health-care system, 
without getting a license. In durable medical equipment 
(DME) companies, for example, people don't even need 
a high school diploma." 
Like some physical maladies, health-care fraud is often 
"very viral," says Ogrosky. "We see schemes develop and 
grow in communities. For example, infusion drugs to treat 
HIV are very expensive and rare. We saw very little Medicare 
billing for infuSion drugs prior to 2001, but since then we 
have paid more than $5 billion for them in Miami alone." 
In Miami, he noticed that with some clinics all infusion 
patients were getting the same mix and quantity, "whether 
they weighed 120 pounds or 220 pounds. That didn't make 
sense." That, coupled with the fact that the level of drugs 
coincided with the maximum Medicare would pay for, led 
to further prosecutions. 
A history of health-care focus 
Ogrosky's interest in health care extends back to his under­
graduate days at Washington University, where he majored 
in economics and psychology. 
"I always liked health-care policy, " says Ogrosky, a 
native of Harrodsburg, Kentucky. "My senior economics 
paper was on drug markets for unapproved pharmaceuticals, 
and I took all the classes 1could in health care." 
He also was encouraged by his University friends 
and colleagues. "Half my close friends at the University 
would become doctors-they influenced me a lot." 
He claims that his experience at the University matured 
and motivated him. 
"I have a real affinity for Washington University. I 
grew up within that community, and I have a lot of 
personal gratitude for it," says Ogrosky. "I've been involved 
with it ever since, too, and find it interesting how many 
Washington U. people J run into in my work." 
AView from the Front Lines in the 

Health-Care Fraud Fight 

l in 2007, Kirk Ogrosky recruited Jon Baum, J.D. '99, 
to the health-care fraud unit. A federal prosecutor, 
Baum formerly handled fraud cases in the Eastern 

District of Virginia. He also previously worked for the 
Electronic Surveillance Unit at the Department of Justice 
reviewing wiretap warrants. Within days of his recruit­
ment, Baum was assigned to lead a Strike Force team in 
Los Angeles. He commented for Washington University 
in St. Louis Magazine on Ogrosky and his methods in 
fighting health-care fraud. 
"During my first year working with Kirk, I saw 
firsthand how our method was both inventive and 
effective," says Baum. "Kirk is a true believer in making 
the health-care system better and is willing to push 
agencies to challenge how they think about their 
policies and to make effective changes." 
According to Baum, Ogrosky teaches young 
prosecutors by "throwing them in and letting them 
work." Baum says, "As a manager, Kirk leads by example: 
first, by handling his own cases, and second, by working 
with us in interviewing witnesses and guiding us in how 
to bring the best cases." 
Regarding the staggering workload, Baum says, 
"Our health-care fraud prosecutors expect to work 24 
hours, seven days a week, and that is why our small unit 
tried almost 20 percent of all health-care fraud cases in 
the country last year." 
Ogrosky attended the George Washington University 
School of Law, earning his].D. in 1995. He then returned 
to KentUCky, serving two years as an assistant attorney 
general, handling cases involving Medicaid administra­
tion, reimbursement, and certification, and representing 
the state Department of Insurance and Health Purchasing 
Alliance in health-insurance litigation. 
After a year's federal judicial clerkship in Miami, he 
joined the U.S. Attorney's Office there as an assistant 
U.S. attorney, handling health-care fraud, tax evasion, 
and narcotics cases. In one case alone, a 22-week health­
care fraud trial, he convicted phYSiCians, pharmaCists, 
and DME company owners. 
In 2004, he joined the law firm of Skadden, Arps, 
Slate, Meagher &. Flom LLP. As counsel at the firm, 
Ogrosky helped estabIish a health-care fraud and abuse 
practice, representing corporate clients, including 
hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, and physicians, 
in health-care fraud matters. 
Since being recruited back to the Department of 
Justice in 2006, Ogrosky has received the Attorney 
General's Award for Distinguished Service in 2008 and 
the ASSistant Attorney General's Award for Special 
Initiative in 2007 for his work fighting health-care fraud. M 
Rick Skwiot is a freelance writer w ho divides his time between SI. Louis and Key 
West. Florida 




B.S. '49, M.B.A. '55, 
and Mary Jane 
Bodine 
I
n the fall of 1996, this magazine published a 
"Salute to the Class of 2000." The story fea­
tured letters to the new freshmen from gradu­
ates of each school at the University, and Jack 
Bodine was selected to represent the School of 
Engineering & Applied Science. He told stu­
dents that success in the 21st century would be built 
on "the basics- honesty, integrity, compassion, and 
hard work." He was speaking from experience. 
In 1912,]esse R. Bodine- ] ack's fa ther) for 
whom he is named-founded the Bodine Pattern 
Company in St. Louis to manufacture patterns for 
Dorris and Moon motor cars. Jack worked there while 
he was in high school and joined the company full 
time in 1950. When his father was kill ed in an auto­
mobile accident in 1958) Jack and his brother, Robert, 
took over the leadership of the company. By the time 
Jack retired as executive vice president 40 yea rs late r, 
Bodine Aluminum, Inc. had become one of the largest 
producers of complex aluminum sand and permanen t 
mold castings in the United States. 
"My fath er was a terrific mechanic," Bodine recalls. 
"He started th e company with one employee. My 
brother and I used to go to the plant with him when 
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we were kids, and it was always understood that we 
would go into the business. I sti ll enjoy dropping by 
the plant today." He learned the foundry bUSiness from 
the ground up, star ting in th e pattern shop at age 16. 
Bodine graduated from University City High School 
in 1944, at the height of World War II. "I was only 17, 
so I att ended Washington University for a semester 
un til I could enlist," he says. "The Navy was offering 
the opportu n ity to go to radio school if you could pass 
the Eddy Aptitude Test, so that's what I did. I fini shed 
up as an electronics technician 2nd class." 
Engineer and businessman 
Following his discharge in 1946, Bodine returned to 
St. Louis and enroll ed at Washington Unive rsity on the 
G.I. Bill. "Originally I had planned to go to No rthwestern, 
because they had a great engineering school," he says. 
"But by the time I got home, I didn't want to leave again 
right away. Also, Don Fischer, who was dean of the 
School of Engineering, offered me 12 hours of credit for 
the courses I had taken in the Navy." Like many of his 
classmates, Bodine lived at home and walked to campus. 
"My broth er and I were the first in our family to have 
the opportunity to go to college, " h e says. "The engi­
neering program at Washington University was grow­
ing, and I had a grea t experience. Before I went into the 
service, I had studied mechanica l engineering, which 
primarily focused on design. Dean Fischer introd uced 
a program in industrial engineering, which empha­
sized manufacturing, so I switched to that. I also took a 
couple of business courses." In addition to his studies, 
Bodine joined Beta Theta Pi fraternity, where h e made 
friends who have remained close ever since. 
After graduating in 1949, Bodine studied metallurgi­
cal engineering at the University of Missouri at Rolla for 
a year. He went to work for Bodine Aluminum, and the 
following year he returned to Washington Universi ty 
to take a bUSiness course through University College. [n 
1952 h e enrolled in the first evening master's program 
offered by th e John M. Olin School of Business and 
completed hi s Master of Business Administrati on degree 
in 1955. He received an honorary B.S. in metallurgical 
engineering from U.M.-Rolla in 1968. 
A changing industry 
World War II had profoundly altered the aluminum 
casting industry. Refore th e war, aluminum had been 
used primarily for consumer goods. The Bodine foundry 
became the first in the St. Louis area to produce hea t­
treated aluminum castings for military equipment 
and aircraft. After the war, the company converted its 
process to commercial applications. Rodine Aluminum 
expanded and earned recognition for its outstanding 
production of quality patterns and metal castings, 
which req uire a high level of craftsmanship . 
"When I joined the company in 1950, we had 30 to 
40 employees," Bodine reca lls . "We produced castings 
for commercial industrial machinery from hydraulic 
components to diesel engines to pumps, compresso rs, 
valves, and tra nsmissions." [n 1990, when th e company 
was sold to Toyota, it had grown to 250 employees. 
Toyota has since added two new Bodine Aluminum 
plants, on e in Troy, Missouri , and the other in Jackson, 
Tennessee, to supply automotive parts for its assembly 
operations in Nor th America . 
Bodine was acti ve in hi s industry throughou t his 
career. He is a past presiden t of the American f oundry 
Society and its St. Louis chapter, the American 
Associa tio n of Industrial Management, the Non­
Ferrous Founder's SOCiety, th e Cast Metals Institute, 
and the American Foundry Society Research Board. 
He was a national trust ee of the Foundry Educatio nal 
Foundation and also served on the board of the 
St. Louis County Traffic and Highway ~~ommission. 
Ongoing commitment 
At Washington University, Bodin e has been a member 
of the School of Engineering National Council since 
1998. He is a longtime devoted member of the School's 
Alumni Advisory Council and served as its president in 
1996. He is a mcmber of the School's Eliot Society and 
Scholarship committees, and was gift chair for hi s 40th 
and 45th Reunions . He also is a former member of the 
Alumni Board of Governors. He received an Alumni 
Ach ievement Award in 1996 and was honored with a 
Distinguished Alumni Award at Founders Day in 1997. 
Jack and his wife, Mary Jane, married in J980. As 
Life Members of the William Green leaf Liiot Socie ty, 
they endowed a scholarship in engineering and a lso 
sponsor an annua l term-endowed scholarship. They 
take an interest in each of th eir scholarship rec ipients. 
One such student was Jennifer Dionne, B.S. '03, 
B.S.S .S.E. '03, who says: "The Bodi nes were wonderful 
mentors to me. Their personal and financial support 
made it possible for me to graduate wi th two majors, 
in physics and systems science & engi nee ring. I have 
now fini shed a Ph .D. in appli ed physics from Ca ltech, 
and I am on my way to a professorship at Stanford 
University. The Bodines also inspired m e outside th e 
class room: Their passion for travel and sport takes 
them to Europe each summer for an extended cycling 
trip. As a student, I could barely bike 20 miles, but I 
recently participated in an Olympic-d lstance triathlon, 
thanks in part to their example. [ am incredibly g rate­
ful for all they have given me." ~ 
- 5I1s(//1 Wooieyhrlll Caine 
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Art McWilliams, BSBA '49, and 
his wife, Marge, are ardent support­
ers of University sports teams 
James Adams, Jr, A.B. '78, watched the men's basketball team take on the Chicago Maroons with his daughters, 
(from left) Audrey and Elisabeth. 
Alumni 
Tum Out for Club Events 
A nd .he wodd,
Washington 
University alumni 
gather to reaffirm 
their connection to their 
alma mater. The Alumni 
Association sponsors 26 clubs 
in the United States and 16 
internationally. Alumni, par­
ents, and friends participate 
in a variety of social and 
educational activities. There 
are no club fees, although 
event fees may apply. Here are 
some activities that University 




Alumni and friends helped 
prepare and serve a hot 
meal for people in need at a 
local nonprofit organization 
in Boston. 
CHICAGO 
Bears VS. Maroons 
The Washington University 
Club of Chicago hosted 
an aftemoon of fun as the 
basketball Bears took on 
the University of Chicago 
Maroons. (See photos above .) 
DALLAS 
Classes Without Quizzes 
A large group gathered at the 
Arts District Banquet Facility 
in the Trammel Crow Center 
to hear a presentation by 
Himadri Pakrasi, the George 
William and Irene Koechlg 
Freiberg Professor of Biology 
in Arts & Sciences, profes­
sor of energy in the School 
of Engineering & Applied 
Science, and director of the 
International Center for 
Advanced Renewable Energy 
and Sustainability (I-CARES). 
(See feature on Professor 
Pakrasi on page 22.) 
HOUSTON 
Spring Awakening 
Alumni, parents, and friends 
saw a matinee performance 
of Spring Awakening at 
the Hobby Center for the 
Performing Arts and enjoyed 
an exclusive talk backstage 
with the cast following the 
show. 
Gerald Swarzman, B.SBA '70, and 




The day included a 
luncheon at the Kansas City 
Convention Center, a per­
formance of Spama/ot, and a 
private backstage tour of the 
Kansas City Music HalL 
Los ANGELES 
Harry Potter Sneak 
Preview 
More than 150 alumni 
and family members had 
a private sneak preview of 
Harry Potter and the Order of 
the Phoenix before it opened 
nationwide. 
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MILWAUKEE 
Cardinals VS. Brewers 
Alumni, parents, and friends 
gathered for a dinner buffet 





Attendees experienced the 
chilling tales of America's 
most historic and haunted 
city on a candlelight walk­
ing tour of Society Hill and 
Independence Park. 
SAN DIEGO 
A Day at the Races 
Alumni dined in a private 
suite and had a great view of 
the races from the balcony at 
the Sea at Delmar Racetrack. 
WASHINGTON, D.C'! 
BALTIMORE 
ZOO Tour and Lunch 
Attendees spent the morning 
at the Smithsonian National 
Zoo, which began with their 
choice of two private, guided 
tours. 
For more information on 
club events in your area, call 
the Alumni Association at 
(314) 935-7378 or visit wy.tw. 
wustlconnections.com. 




April 23-25, 2010 
CLASSES OF 2000, 
2005, AND 2009 
Join undergraduate 
alumni of Architecture, 
Art, Arts & Sciences, 
Business, and Engineering 
as they ga ther to celebra te 
their 1st, 5th, and 10th 
Reunions. 
May 20-23,2010 
CLASSES OF 1945, 
'50, '55, '60, '65, 
'70, '75, '80, '85, 
AND'90 
Mark your calendars to 
attend the undergradu­
ate Reunions for alumni 
of Architecture, Art, Arts 
& SCiences, Business, and 
Engineering. 
If you would like to 
volunteer to help make 
your Reunion one to 
remember, contact the 
Alumni Association at 
(314) 935-6503 or (800) 
867-ALUM (toll-free), 
or send an e-mail to 
alumniassociation@Wustl. 
edu. 
Founders Day Celebration 2009 
November 7, 2009 • 6:30 p.m. 
Hyatt Regency-St. Louis Riverfront 
Plan now to join us to celebrate the anniversary of the 
founding of Washington University. If you would like 







Alumni Board of 
Governors Executive 
Committee, Vice Chair 
for Young Alumni 
Why do you volunteer for 
Washington University? 
1 volunteer because 
Washington University gave 
so much [to me] when I was 
a student. Now that I am an 
alum, it continues to provide 
tremendous resources and 
opportunities through the 
St. Louis Young Alumni 
Program, which is how I am 
involved. I love volunteer­
ing with the Young Alumni 
Program because it allows me 
to participate in community 
activities and community 
service work. I t has intro­
duced me to terrific friends 
and mentors. Also, it pro­
vides continuing education 
through lectures, classes, and 
other programming. I con­
tinue to get so much from the 
Washington U. experience 
that I wanted to give back. 
What do you enjoy most 
about your volunteer 
position? 
I love staying connected to 
the University and learning 
about its latest achievements. 
As a student. I loved being 
a part of the University. The 
great thing about volunteer­
ing is that I continue to learn 
what is going on with current 
students and the changes 
around campus-the new 
buildings and new programs. 
I enjoy connecting with the 
talented students and alumni 
I meet. It is fascinating to 
be able to keep up with the 
University's contributions to 
St. Louis and society overall. 
What advice would you 
give to young alumni who 
are considering volunteer­
i ng at the University' 
I would tell them that the 
Washington University expe­
rience does not have to end 
on graduation day. The Young 
Alumni Program allows recent 
graduates to give back to the 
University with a different, 
but equally valuable resource, 
which is their time. I would 
encourage them to contact 
the Alumni Association to 
see what opportunities are 
available. There is something 
for everyone. 
To learn more about how 
you can volunteer, contact 
the Alumni Association at 
(314) 935-7378 or (800) 867­
ALUM (toll-free) , or e-mail 
alumniassociation@Wustl.edu. 
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w.e want to hear about recent promotions, honors, appointments, 
travels, marriages (please report 
marriages after the fact), and 
births, so we can keep your class­
mates informed about important 
changes in your lives. 
Entries may take up to three issues 
after submission to appear in the 
Magazine; they are published in the 
order in which they are received. 
ALUMNI CODES 
AR Architecture GL Grad. Law 
Please send news to: 
ClassMates 
Washington University 
in St. Louis 
Campus Box 1086 
One Brookings Drive 
5t. Louis, MO 63130-4899 
Fax (314) 935-8533 
E-mail wustlmagclassmates@wustl. 
edu 
If you also want your news to appear in 
your school's publication, please send 
your news directly to that publication. 
MT Manual Training 













FA Art HA Health Care Admin. 51 Sever Institute 
GA Grad. Architecture H5 House Staff 5U Sever Inst. Undergrad. 
GB Grad. Business LA Arts & Sciences 5W Social Work 
GO Grad. Dentistry LW Law 
GF Grad. Art MD Medicine 
~s 
William Fissinger, LA 50, 
published a novel, OOI/Ce at 
BOllgival, se t at vVashington 
University in the 1970s at 
the peak of the Vietnam War 
di ssonance. The plot revolves 
around the shattered romance 
of a young academic who 
has become active in antiwar 
demonstration s and a radical 
pos t-mode rn colleague in the 
English department. His liberal 
po litics a lienate his lover's ambi­
tious mother and her socially 
prominent fri ends, and he is cast 
aside for a family favorite. The 
couple's lives and marriages go 
in separate direc tions, keep-
in g their memories al ive, until 
yea rs later when an unexpected 
encounter br ings long-sought 
closure. The story draws on 
Fissinger's days at the University 
and his later national caree r as 
a development offi cer for uni­
versities and academic med ical 
centers, as well as his experience 
after retirement as a member of 
the Jesu it Volunteer Corps serv­
ing homeless street people in the 
inner city of Portland, Ore. Web 
sites: W'<vw.xlibris.com/danceat­
bougival.html and wINw.xJibris. 
com/fi ssi nger. h tm I 
Alan H. Siegerist, EN 51 , 
and his wife, June (Thursby) 
Siegerist, LA 52, enjoy travel­
ing and going to their cabin 
in Wisconsin. They have fi ve 
grandch i Idren. 
Bill Voos, FA 52, is president 
of Indiana University-Purdue 
University at Indianapolis 
TI Tech. & Info. Mgmt. 
UC University College 
(IUPUI) Senior Academy, the 
o rgan ization for retired IUPUI 
faculty and staff members. Voos 
retired as dean an d professor 
emeritus of Indiana University 
Herron School of Art and Design 
at IndianapoliS in 1995. He 
resides in Greenwood, Ind . 
Alan C. Kohn, LA 53, 
LW 55, was selected for inclu­
sion in The Best L(lwyers ill 
America 2009 and in lv{issollri 
and Kallsas Silper Lawyers 2008. 
He is a partner at Kohn, Shands, 
Elbert, Gianoulakis & Gi ljum, 
LLP in St. Loui s. Kohn focu ses 
on bet-the-company litigation, 
commerCial litiga tion, and legal 
malpractice law. 
Carla (Newport) 
Weintraub, LA 53, is taking 
classes and seminars in a variety 
of di fferent areas. She en joys 
reading, traveling, discussion 
groups, visiting with grandchil­
dren, dining with friends, and 
playing with her dog. 
Harold Roth, AR 56, retired 
as profeSS ional adviser to the 
Western European Architecture 
Foundation, which awa rds the 
Gabriel Prize annually for study 
in Paris. He con tinues his practice 
as a partner with Roth and Moore 
Architects in New Have n, Con n. 
Some of his current projects 
include the lvlarcus Hillel Center 
at Emory University in Atl anta 
and the Worthington Hooker 
School in New Haven. 
<m)s 
John Gianoulakis, LA 60, was 
selected for in clusion in Til e Best 
L(/wyers il'l Americn 2009 and in 
Missouri and KallSas Super Lawyels 
2008, which listed him as one of 
the top 50 lawyers in St. Louis 
and one of the top 100 la'A')'e rs 
in Missouri. He is a partner at 
Kohn, Shands, Elbe rt, Gianou lakis 
& Gilj um, UP in St. Louis. He 
focuses on bet-the-company litiga­
tion, commercial litigation, and 
legal malpractice law. 
Ray Millard, UC 63, was 
elected to tile nationa l board 
of LUlllunos (formerly Faith At 
Work), an ecumenical organi za­
tion founded in 1927 to provide 
ways to naVigate the cha llenges 
arising in work, relationships, and 
spiritual life. Lumunos is based in 
Fairfax, Va . Since 2004, Millard 
and his wife have participated 
in an nual Lumunos projects 
to constll.JCt, furnish , and staff 
elementary schools in the Mayan 
highlands o f rural Guatemala. The 
couple reSides in Monterey, Ca lif. 
Frederick Chait, EN 64 , is 
retired. He and his wife, Lili , have 
a daughter, Rachel, who is a stu­
den t at th e University of Mi ssouri 
in Columbia. 
Helene Chol"lins Meyer, 
LA 66, published r Ha ve Not Picked 
Up My OillOSl1Ilrs Yet Torlay, a 
compilation of ciramatic readings 
based on the actual experiences 
of people who have suffe red from 
depression and/or anx iety disor­
der. E-mail : meyerh826@aol.com 
Satya Prakash, GR 66, was 
elected to the American Academy 
of Microbiology Fellowship. 
Julie Wosk, LA 66, publi shed 
a new book, Alillrilig Androids, 
RoiJot WOlI/fiJ, and Electronic Eyes. 
She also is the author of WOII/en 
and the Machine: Representations 
1'r011/ the Sp illlling Wheel to tile 
Electronic Age. She is a professor 
of English, art history, and studio 
painting at the State University or 
New York and Maritime College. 
Wosk recen tly rece ived a SlJ1\ry 
Chancellor's Award for Research. 
She and her husband reside in 
New York City. 
MaJ"c Bekoff, LA 67, GR 72, 
published Wild Justice: The Moral 
Lives ofAni ilia Is in Marc h 2009 
(University of Chicago Press). 
Steven Hause, GR 67, 
GR 69, has recei ved a cu rricu­
lum grant from the Skandalari s 
Center to develop his course 
called Economic History and 
Entrepreneurialism in Modern 
Westem Civili za tion. Hause won 
the nati onal award from the U.S. 
Association of Small Businesses 
and Entrepren eurship for the 
most innovative entrepreneurship 
course for 2009. He is a senior 
scho lar in the bumanities. 
Thomas Wilheit, Jr., GR 67, 
ha s won the 2009 Verner E. 
Suomi Award from the American 
Meteorological Society, the 
nation's leadi ng professional 
society for sc ientists in atmo­
spheric and related sci ences. 
Wilheit is being recognized for his 
"ex traord inary advances in the 
field of microwave remote sens­
ing, including the development of 
space borne microwave radiome­
try and supporting algorithms for 
rainfall and surface properties." 
He is a professor at Texas A&M in 
Coll ege Station. 
Virginia L. Crandall, NU 69, 
is sem i-retired and works three 
days a week as a nurse midwife 
with Planned Parenthood . She 
and her husband, Hugh D. 
Logsdon , bave a small alpaca farm 
in Colorado Springs, Colo. 
~s 
John Grew ShCJ"idan, LA 70, 
published the article "Dowelled 
JOints," in the spring 2009 issue 
of the quarterly Woodwork. He and 
his la te wife, Carolyn GJ"ew­
Sheridan, LA 69, have had three 
pieces juried into 500 Tables, 
which is to be published by Lark 
Books in summer 2009. 
Gary Nichols, FA 71, is the 
owner of G Nichols Watercolors in 
Kirkwood, Mo. Nichols, an award­
winning painter and a lifelong 
golfer, offers golf lovers their own, 
customized watercolor painting of 
a particular course or hole. Web 
site: wvvw.gnicholswatercolors.com 
Sanford V. Teplitzky, LA 71, 
was selected for inclu sion in the 
Marylal1d Silper Lawyers 2009 issue 
in the health-ca re category. He is 
an attorney at OberlKale r. 
Chades Elbert, LA 72, was 
selected for inclusion in The Best 
Lawyers il1 AII/erica 2009 and in 
Missollri alld Kal1sas Sllper Lawyers 
2008. He is a partner at Kohn, 
Shands, Elbert, Gianoulakis 
& Giljum, LLP in St. Louis . 
He concen trates on labor and 
employment law. 
Terry R. Altman, LA 73, 
has taught financial planning at 
Oakland University in Rochester, 
Mich., for 13 years. He maintains 
a smaJi personal finan cial plan­
ning practice. 
Rob Brenner, LA 75, is a 
member of the New York City 
Stagehands Union Local #lIATSE. 
He recently fini shed the Broadway 
run o f The 39 Steps. E-mail: 
brenner.rob@gmail.com 
Arnie Gross, LA 75, founder 
and principal of Arnie Gross 
Architects, is celebrating her firm 's 
25th anniversary. 
Barry K. Wershil, LA 75, 
MD 79, moved to Chicago to 
become the chief of the diviSion 
of ped iat ric gastroenterology, 
hepa tol ogy, and nutrition at 
Children's Memorial Hospital. He 
is professor of pediatrics at the 
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Feinberg School of Medicine at 
Northwestern. Wershil supervises 
a laboratory with a long-standing 
interest in mechanisms of allergic 
inflammation and immunity in 
the GI tract. 
Alvin Wolff, LA 75, is an 
attorney at Wallach & Wolff, 
LLC, in Clayton, Mo. He is a huge 
supporter and public speaker for 
banning cell phones while driving 
and for mandating age restrictions 
on cell phone usage in cars. 
William H. Homer, EN 76, 
Sl 80, and his wife, Karen Kalmek, 
opened Green Home Chicago, 
a design center that is "the 
Midwest's preeminent destination 
for uncommonly beautiful, eco­
friendly interior design products 
for both commercial and resi­
dential green projects." Web site: 
www.ghcdesigncenter.com 
George O. Lord, jr., LA 76, 
is a chiroprac tor and a certified 
body talk practitioner. He also 
does lymphatic th erapy and other 
therapies, in cluding his own 
"suspension " connective ti ssue 
technique. Lord is involved in 
th e ac ti vi ti es of the Athens, Ga., 
Baha'i community and went on 
pilgrimage with his wife, Gai l, to 
Baha' i holy places in Israel. 
Hans W. Steck, LW 76, was 
selected for inclusion in the 
II/dial/a Super L.awyel5 2009 list. He 
is an attorney at Bingham McHale 
LLP and focuses on bonds/govern­
ment finance law. 
Laura (Katz) Cutler, LA 77, is 
the depu ty director of the Center 
for Israel Studi es at Am erican 
University. She and her husband, 
Mike, reside in Bethesda, Md. 
E-mail: cutler([ua merican.edu 
john Barnes, LA 78, GR 81, 
published his 27th book, Tales 
of the AI/admoll Ul/dergroul/d: 
All Historical Romall ce ] 973, 
in May 2009 (Pe nguin/Viking 
Young Adult). The book is Barnes' 
first non-genre novel. His next 
contracted proj ects include 
Eel/ie Meal/ie Milley AI/oe, a science 
fi cti on novel; Directive 51, a 
political thrill er; and two as-yet­
untitl ed SCience ficti on nove ls, 
all from Penguin . 
William R. Brown, GB 
79, was appointed by Gov. 
Arn old Schwarzenegger to 
be th e undersecretary of th e 
California Departm ent of Food 
and Agriculture. In hi s new role, 
Brown serves as the agency 's 
executive offi cer. 
jim Holliman, MD 79, is 
professor of military and emer­
gency medicin e at th e Uniformed 
Services University of the Health 
Sciences in Bethesda, Md. He is 
the second emergency physician 
to reach the rank of professor at 
the Univers ity. 
Bruce janis, EN 79, has lived 
in Thailand for the past 10 years. 
Award-Winning Writers 
ANSWERS ON PAGE 44 
ACROSS 
1. 	 Multiple winner of 
National Book Critics 
Circle Award and David May 
Distinguished University 
Professor Emeritus (last 
name) 
5. 	 Con game 
9. 	 Fernando or Lorenzo 
14. Scads 
15. Flower or ashes holders 
16. 	Dress cut 
17. Approach 
18. Cherry variety 
19. Come to 
20. 1995 National Book Critics 
Circle Award winner and 
Merle Kling Professor of 
Modern Letters (full name) 
23. "Turn to Stone" grp. 
24. de force 
25. One standing on a ledge? 
27. 	 Reserved 
30. Meager 
32. 	Small Old World lizard 
33. 	 Prayer's end 
34. Mix, as a mixed drink 
37. Toni Morrison's "_ Baby" 
38. Mexicans, for example 
41. Chemica I suffix 
42. Ice cream brand 
44. They may be drawn 
45. Com pletely rid of 
47. 	 Biblical patriarch 
49. 	 Clam alternative 
50. 	 1984 Pulitzer Prize winn er for 
Investigative Reporting, Class 
of 19 77 (last name) 
52. 	 Yorkshire river 
53. Sphere 
54. 	 1991 Pulitzer Prize wi nner for 
Letters, Former Poet Laureate 
of the United States and 
National Book Award winner 
(full name) 
60. 	 Dolphins' NFL home 
62. Japanese sashes 
63. 	Canadian tribe 
64. 	 "Haystacks" painter 
65. Tailor's line 
66. _ Spumante 
67. 	 Acute or 90 degree 
68. 	Sicilian erupter 
69. 	 Epitome of thinness 
DOWN 
1. 	 Kind of warfare 
2. 	 Nautical head ing 
3. 	 Fly like an eagle 
4. 	 La yer, level 
5. 	 Put down by force 




7. 	 Quindlen or Freud 
8. 	 Religious title: Abbr. 
9. 	 Attorney 
10. 	 Pie mode 








12. Anoint, old-style 
13. Mexican mister 
21. Major defense contractor 
22. Grassy plain 
26. Donkey or dunderhead 
27. See, romantically 
28. "Holy smokes!" 
29. 2007 National Book Critics Circli 
Award winner (full name) 
30. Former Poet Laureate of the 
United States, Class of 1939 
31. 	 Parker and Waterman 
33. 	 Perched on 
35. 	 1953 Pulitzer Prize winner for 
Letters-Drama and one-time 
English instructor (full name) 
36. 	Fishing rod attachment 
39. 	 Former Oldsmobile model 
40. 	 Reject 
43. 	 Absorb, with "up" 
46. 	 [t can be found on autotrader. 
com 
48. Arab, e.g. 
49. 	 Unhealthy atmosphere 
50. 	 Punctuation mark 
51. 	 Heaven ly hunter 
52. 	 Birdlike 
55. Schnozzola 
56. Help in a holdup 
57. _ Major (constellation) 
58. 	 Abominable Snowman 
59. Singer Young or Diamond 
6l. Brooks of "The Producers" 
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engineers, and con tractors. 
Tucker's firm was one of four that 
received the 2008 AlA Tennessee 
Design Award of Excellence. 
David R. Nachman, LW 82, 
has relocated his business law 
practice to Kansas City, Mo . He 
continues to represent entre­
preneurs and bUSiness owners. 
Nachman works primarily in the 
areas of commerCial transactions, 
real estate, business and estate 
planning, and related litigation. 
jeanette Meyer, LA 83 , was 
se lected to participate in the City 
of Fort Col.lins Ci tyWorks 101. 
The intensive eight-week program 
brives residents a behind-the­
scenes look at running a city and 
creating a vibrant community. 
Meyer is a realtor '.'vith The Group. 
She was awarded the highest 
level of service achievement in 
the real estate industry, Quality 
Service Certified (QSC) Platinum. 
The award is in recognition of 
earning 100 percent client service 
satisfaction in 2008, as measured 
by Leading Research Corporation . 
This is the fourth consecutive 
year that Meyer has received QSC 
award status recognition. E-mail: 
jmeyer@thegroupinc.com 
Alison Van Dusen, EN 83, has 
been a backcountry ranger with 
the National Park Service for 15 
years. 
Melanie L. Edwards, LA 85, 
is launChing a socia l enterprise in 
Brazil to "count the uncounted." 
Each fall , she returns to San 
Francisco to teach social entrepre­
neurship at Stanford University. 
Web site: ,vww.mobilemetrix.org 
Brad Gregg, LA 85, MD 98, 
is an emergency physician at 
Missouri Baptist Medical Center 
in St. Louis. He previously worked 
at St. joseph's Hospital West in 
Lake Saint Louis for six years. 
Gregg recently achieved fellow 
status in the American College of 
Emergency PhYSicians. He also 
runs a small recording studio, the 
SoundCrib, and is in the midst 
of writing and record ing his first 
album, Crle the DanCing Hippies. He 
and his wife, Laura, reside in Lake 
Saint Louis with their cats, Simon 
and Ozzy. 
Frances Merriweather, 
LA 85, is a clinical SOCial worker at 
Children'S Hospital Oakland. She 
resides in Cal i fornia. 
Allen feet , GB 86, was selected 
by Missouri House Speaker Ron 
Richard to continue his service 
as chair of the House Budget 
Committee for the 95th General 
AssembJy. 
Mark A. Clayton, BU 87, 
is a member of the Gaming 
Regulatory Law Department at 
Lionel Sawyer & Collins. He is 
based in the firm's Las Vegas 
office. He is vice chairman of 
the gaming law section of the 
He and his husband, Tom, have a 
coffee plantation and a handicraft 
export bUSiness. 
Kathleen Thurmond, SW 79, 
was president of an industrial uni­
form rental business for 11 years. 
She received an M.B.A. and sold 
the company in 2007. A business 
consultant, she is interviewing for 
nonprofit CEO positions in social 
work and environmental areas. 
Em>s 
Swee Kim Maureen Fung, 

SW 80, went into semi-retirement 

in 2008. She has taken up teach­

ing/tra ining project assignments. 

Bert R. Mandelbaum, MD 80, 
received an honorary doctorate 
from the State University of New 
York. He is an orthopedic surgeon 
practicing since 1989 with the 
Santa Monica Orthopedic and 
Sports Medicine Group, where he 
cur rently serves as director of the 
sports and medicine fellowship 
program and the research and edu­
cation foundation. Mandelbau m 
a lso is the medical director of 
the Federation International de 
Football Association. He serves 
as team physician for Peppe rdine 
University and for all the U.S. 
Soccer Federation teams, as well 
as the assistant medical director 
of Major League Soccer. 
ALUM WINS NEWS EMMY 
On December 2, 2008, Asa Eslocker (right), A.B. '03, and 
Madeleine Sauer won a News Emmy for "Outstanding 
Investigative Reporting of a Business News Story" at 
the 6th Annual Emmy Awards for Business & Financial 
Reporting in New York City. The award-Winning piece, 
titled "Brian Ross Investigates: The Multimillion Dollar 
'Appeal,'" aired on ABC News Nightline on April 11, 2008. 
"We reported and produced a long-form investigative 
piece on how the CEO of Massey Coal Company used his 
money and power to buy influence on the West Virginia 
Supreme Court to sway judgments against his company," 
says Eslocker, who served as field producer of the story. 
This is Eslocker's second News Emmy. He previously won 
in the "Outstanding Investigative Journalism" category for 
"Brian Ross Investigates: Conduct Unbecoming," a story on 
Rep. Mark Foley's inappropriate e-mails to teenage former 
congressional pages. Eslocker was a field producer of this 
piece, which also aired on ABC News. 
To view "The Multimillion Dollar 'Appeal,'" visit http:// 
abcnews.go.com/Video/playerlndex?id=4612112. 
Matthew O'Shea, FA 80, 
GF 07, exh ibited his photogra­
phy at the Duane Reed Galle ry 
in St. Louis from March 27 to 
May 2, 2009. He was featured 
in an exhibit titled Homegrown: 
An Exhibition ofArtistl from tile 
St. LOllis Area. Web site: www. 
matthewoshea.com 
Lisa R. Sharkey, LA 80, is the 
director of creative development 
at HarperCollins Publishers. She 
acquires high-profile books for the 
company. Sharkey wrote Dreaming 
Green: Eco-Fabulofls Homes Designed 
to Inspire. Web sites: w\Nw.harper­
collins.com and www.dreaming­
greenbook.com 
Karen (Owens) Drake, GR 81 , 
is an organizational development 
consultant and coach. She designs 
leadership programs for a hospital 
and is involved with a global 
women's organization. She was 
canvass director for the Obama 
Campaign for Change, which 
included helping with Missouri 's 
Get Out the Vote project. 
Scott jones, LA 81 , was 
named a fellow in the American 
Osteopathic College of 
Occupational and Preventive 
Medicine. jones is the medical 
director of BarnesCare, a compre­
hensive continuum of occupa­
tional health services for St. Louis 
area employers. He also serves as 
the managing partner of Global 
Occupational Health Strategies, 
LLC, a service that schedules 
and medically reviews post-offer, 
periodic, and regulatory exams. 
jones also owns Doctors-on-Call 
Physician Case Management 
Services, LLC, a company that pro­
vides real-time, work-related injury 
and illness management through 
a 24-hour call center, and periodic 
review of medical cases for local 
and national companies. 
R. Mark McCareins, LW 81, 
presented a paper on multidis­
trict litiga tion at the American 
Bar Association Antitrust spring 
meeting in Washington , D.C., on 
March 25, 2009. He serves as vice 
chair of the ABA Antitrust Section 
Committee on Advocacy. In 2009, 
McCareins was named to the 
Best Lawyers in America, Chambers 
Leading Lawyers in American 
Business, Illinois Super Lawyers, 
and the Leading Lawyers Network 
in the areas of antitrust and com­
merciallitigation. He serves as 
chair of the advisory board for 
Washington University's Center 
for Interdisciplinary Studies and 
participates in the Ch icago Board 
of Regents group. 
jimmie E. Tucker, GA 81, is 
adjunct professor of architecture 
at the University of Memphis. 
He is managing principal of Self 
Tucker Architects. He served as a 
co-presenter at a day-long seminar 
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State Bar of Nevada and adjunct 
professor for gaming law at the 
William S. Boyd School of Law at 
the University of Nevada . 
Paul Eykawp, LA 87, LA 87, 
and Stephanie Jensen were 
married on Nov. 19, 2008, in 
St. Lucia . The couple resides in 
Menlo Park and Alamo, Ca lif., 
where Paul is a strategic planner 
for Kaiser Permanente. Stephanie 
is the director of the pulmo­
nary business unit for Nektar 
Therapeutics. Paul recently pub­
lished an article on data mining 
in New Directions for Tnstitutional 
Research. The couple is active 
in the Washington University, 
Cornell, and Harvard alumni 
associations. Web site: paul. 
eykam p.net 
David Pill , GA 87, and his 
wife, Hillary Maharam, LA 86, 
won the Northeast Sustainable 
Energy Association 's (NESEA) 
Zero Net Energy Building Award 
for their Charlotte, Vt ., residence 
that achieved 12 months of 
zero net energy use. The couple 
received a $10,000 cash award 
from NESEA. 
Deborah Fowler-Dixon 
Bross, LA 88, and her husband, 
Samuel, announce the birth 
of Livia Augusta Dixon Bross 
on Nov. 8,2008. She joins big 
brother, Atticus, 2. 
Stephen C. Friet, LA 88, is 
an animal resources supervisor 
at the University of California , 
Berkeley. He has tvvo sons: 
Gabriel , 9, and Tristan, 6. 
David E. Goldberg, BU 89, 
is the COO of BloomNet, a 
1-800-Flowers.com company. 
Goldberg and his wife, Marni, 
have two children: Sam, 11 , and 
Zoey, 8. The family is moving to 
Long Island, N.Y. 
Parrish Potts, EN 89, and 
his wife, Kathryn, announce the 
birth of Caroline Audrey Sue. She 
joins big brothers, John Brennan, 
Michael, and Andrew. The family 
resides in Heath , Texas. Parrish 
is a partner with Accenture, and 
Kathryn is a stay-at-home mom. 
~s 
Cecelia Graff, SW 90, lives in 
Kentucky with her husband . 
She is a licensed clinical social 
worker. 
Doug Isenberg, LA 90, was 
selected as one of the first 37 
attorneys worldwide (and one of 
only two from the United States) 
for the Czech Arbitration Court 's 
new domain name dispute 
services. He also continues to 
serve as a domain name panel­
ist for the World Intellectual 
Property Organization in Geneva, 
Switzerland, and maintains 





hysical education classes are being 
cut at many schools, and childhood 
obesity is on the rise. Karen Jashinsky, 
B.S.B.A. '99, a certified personal trainer and 
nutrition consu ltant, uses her love of fitness 
to fill in the gaps-to teach kids how to lead 
healthier lives . 
" Fitness plays an integral role in my life, " 
she says. "After receiving an asthma diag­
nosis at the age of 6, I began swimming to 
help develop my lungs. Over time, exercise 
became m y outlet for relieving stress and 
competing against myself." 
]ashinsky is the founder and CEO of 
02 MAX. After many years of planning, she 
launched the youth fitness center in Santa 
Monica, California, in March 2008. The 
center opened with an overwhelmingly 
successful 10-week Prom Fitness Challenge, 
which aimed to get teen girls in shape for 
prom. Several teens participated in the 
program and learned healthy eating and 
exercise skills using online programs and 
coaching. Due to the success of the 2008 
Prom Fitness Challenge, 02 MAX decided 
to conduct another one this year. 
Since opening, 02 MAX has evolved into 
a youth fitness media company. The studio 
in Santa Monica serves as its home base, 
while its online presence creates a social 
community for youths with information on 
fitness, health, and nutrition. 02 MAX also 
plays an active role in the local community 
by helping to shape the fitness and nutrition 
programs in the school district. 
"We take a lifestyle approach to teaching 
teens how to integrate health, fitness, and 
nutrition into their daily lives while making 
it cool, fun, and social," says jashinsky. 
She entered the fitness industry after 
graduating from Washington University and 
spending three years in media planning, 
marketing, and operations management. 
She realized she wanted to own her own 
business someday, so she decided to pursue 
an M.B.A. at the University of Southern 
California's Marshall School of Business. 
During graduate school, she became a certi­
fied personal trainer to earn extra money. 
She received many requests from parents 
wanting her to work with their teens . 
"I realized there was a big niche that 
wasn't being tapped. Using my years of 
experience with fitness, my knowledge of 
the youth obesity epidemic, and my skills 
Karen Jashinsky teaches kids how to lead healthier 
lives at 02 MAX, a youth fitness center she founded 
from business school, I came up with the idea 
for 02 MAX," she says. "It is my hope that 
02 MAX will be a leadin g force in changing 
the way teens view fitness by givi ng them the 
tools and knowledge to lead health y lives. " 
The International Health, Racquet, and 
Sportsclub ASSOCiation (lHRSA), a global 
organization representing more than 7,000 
fitness club owners from 73 countries, named 
]ashinsky "one of the 2S you ng leaders in the 
fitness industry" for her visionary concept and 
pioneering efforts to create a club exclusively 
for teens. In the IHRSA's 26 years of existence, 
no one had stepped up to champion the 
inclusion of teens in the "fitness revolution." 
Jashinsky also received the first Emerging 
Female Leader Award from IHRSA. 
02 MAX isn't the only thing keeping 
jashinsky busy. She writes articles on teen 
health for Los Angeles Family Magazine and 
other publications. In 2006, she created 
Energy Rocks and partnered with the 
L.A. After-School All-Stars, a leading after­
school program founded by Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger in 2002. Energy Rocks is an 
annual all-day free health festival for teens, 
integrating musiC, hip-hop, and exercise to 
underscore the link between physical fit­
ness and academic achievement. Plans for 
Energy Rocks 2010 are currently under way, 
and jashinsky hopes to make this a national 
event in the future. 
jashinsky also remains connected with 
Washington University as chair of the 
Los Angeles committee for the Alumni and 
Parents Admission Program (APAP). The 
program involves alumni and parents of 
undergraduates in recruiting, selecting, and 
enrolling students at the University. 
"My goal is to create a strong alumni 
network in Los Angeles and make it easier for 
recent graduates to connect with alumni for 
internships and jobs," she says. 
To learn more about 02 MAX, visit 
www.02MAXfitness.com. 
-Blaire Leible Garwitz 
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his own private Jaw practice in 
Atlanta, focusing on Internet 
legal issues . E-mail: disenberg@ 
Giga LawFi rm.com 
Peter L. Lopez, GB 90, LW 
91, was li sted in Th e Best Lawyers 
in America 2009 in the area of real 
estate law. Lopez is an attorney 
at Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, 
Kantor & Reed, P.A . 
Maria Maffry, LA 90, is vice 
pres ident of busin ess develop­
ment at BNlM in Kansas Ci ty, Mo. 
The architecture fum specializes 
in sustainable design and plan­
ning projects of all scales at the 
loca l, regional, and national level. 
Karen (Koenig) Winarsky, 
LA 90, LW 93, and her husband, 
Mark, announce the birth of 
Isabelle Lilyan Nov. 3, 2008. 
Robert L. Bellaire, EN 91, 
received the Offtce of the 
Secretary of Defen se Medal for 
outstanding public service. He 
se rved as missile defense agency 
sensors d irectora te ch ief engi neer 
and acting technica l director for 
the deputy for test integration 
and fielding. Bellaire was a critical 
leader in the highly successfu l 
satellite engagement, Operation 
Burnt Frost. He built and led a 
cohesive team of scien tists and 
engineers to deliver a synchro­
nized se nsors architecture, ensur­
ing a successful satellite engage­
ment. 
David S. Hochstadter, FA 91 , 
is the head of th e graphiC design 
department at CTI Educatio n 
Group in Durban , South Africa. 
Mark Moller, GR 91 , GR 97, 
received tenure at Denison 
University in Granville, Ohio. 
MaUer teaches in the philosophy 
department. 
Robert Tobias, BU 91, and 
his wife, Melanie, announce the 
b ir th of Lillian Rae on Sept. 18, 
2008. She joins big sisters, Sophia, 
6, and Raeyna, 3. The family 
resides in New Albany, Ohio. 
Robert is a senior prosecutor with 
the Ci ty of Columbus and was 
recently promoted to director of 
the prosecution resources unit. 
Me lanie a lso is a senior prosecutor 
and is the director of the appel­
late unit . 
David E. Averne, LA 92, 
joined the U.S. Foreign & 
Commercial Service in Ho Chi 
Minh City, Vietnam. He assists 
U.S. companies that export in 
Vietnam. 
Cristina Villa, LA 92, is the 
senior direct marketing coordi­
nator for LifeExtension in Fort 
Lauderdal e, Fla. She and her 
husband, Okan Hazar, reside in 
West Palm Beach, Fla. E-mail : 
vi lIacris ti na@hotmail.com 
Tracy (\Volchock) Freeman, 
LA 93, joined Keller Williams 
Realty Premier Prope rties of 
Morri s, Essex, and Union 
Counties in Summit, N.j. , as a 
sales associate. She ran a 5K in 
April 2009 in support of the Susan 
G. Komen Foundation . E-mail : 
TracyFreemanRea ltor@gma il.com 
Amy (Fisher) Halliburton, 
LA 93, and her husband, David 
Halliburton, BU 93, announce 
the birth of Connor Jacob on 
Jan. 15, 2009. He joins big brother, 
Aa ron Samuel, 6. The family 
resides in Tulsa, Okla., where Amy 
is a managing consultant with 
Williams Company and David is 
a high school math teacher. 
Mitzae (Foster) Mullens, 
SW 93, is the marketing director 
of Tucker Gas Processing, a com­
pany that tran sports natura l gas 
from shut- in wells to an end user, 
and works with refuse deposal 
companies to rec laim their gas. 
Rita Dove, GR 94, pub­
lished a book of poetry, SO /1ata 
Mli/aitica. Dove is the former U.S . 
Poet Laureate and a recipient of 
the Pulitzer Prize, the National 
Humanities Medal, the Heinz 
Award, and the NAACP Grea t 
American Artist Award. She is 
the Commonwealth Professor 
of English at the University of 
Virginia. Web site: www.ritadove­
poetry.com 
Neha Gandhi , EN 94, GB 
99, and her husband, John 
Hennelly, GB 99, announce th e 
birth of Keiran onJan. 15, 2009. 
She joins big brother, Deven, 3. 
The family resides in Chicago, 
where Gandhi is a strategy 
consultant and Hennelly is the 
vice president of administration 
for St. Anthony Hospital. E-mail: 
ga ndhin@yahoo.com and john­
hennelly@yahoo.com 
Arvin S. Gill , MD 94, moved 
to Denver in 2008. He is a stay-at­
home dad . 
Dan Hanson, LA 94, bicycled 
1,000 miles in ftve days in August 
2008 to raise awareness of and 
donations for the National 
Veterans Foundation. 
Tomohiko Murakami, 
GB 94 , was appointed a board 
member of Japan Kantar Research 
Inc. , a n affilia te of WPP group, a 
world leader in marketing com­
munications. He serves as chief 
financ ial offt cer o f th e company. 
Staci Anson, LA 95, is a hi s­
tory consu ltant to a new start-up 
company, warri orroots.com, that 
links its customers to anCient 
warrior cu ltures through genetic 
testing. Anson provides histori­
cal reference informati on for the 
company's database . 
Carol (Dugan) Falk, SW 95, 
has been a th erapis t at Gateway 
Regional Medical Center for 
the pas t 12 years. She has 
received many awards, includ­
ing the Customer Service Star 
o f Exce lle nce twice. She a lso 
has served as a mentor to an 
inte rnational student Jt the 
George Warren Brown School of 
Social Work for the pas t year and 
a half. Licenset1 for 10 years, she 
provides supervision for licen ­
sure to several candidates for the 
LCSW exam. Fall< provides super­
vision in Illino is and Missouri. 
Eric Goldlust, EN 95, is 
an ass istant professor in the 
Department of Emergency 
Medicine at the Warren Alpert 
School of Medicine at Brown 
University. 
Jessica Lerner Halprin, 
LA 95, and her husband, 
Martin, announce the birth of 
Gabrielle Grace on Jan. 31 , 2009. 
She was delivered by Steven 
Fleischman, LA 92. The family 
resides in their "green dream 
home" in Woodbridge, Conn . 
Jessica and [vlartin designed and 
built the house, complete with 
geothermal heating and solar 
energy. Jessica counsels for RBS 
Americas in Stamford, Conn. 
E-mai l: jessica@atromos.com 
Fredrick J. Ludwig, LA 
95, LA 95, is a partner a t Hu sch 
Blackwell Sanders in St. Louis. He 
works in til e firm's cons truction 
and design, business litigation, 
and products liability and toxic 
tort groups. 
Matthew J. Harris, HA 96, 
works for Methodist I.e Bonheur 
Hea lthcare in Memphis. 
Caroline (Zatcoff) Leavitt , 
LA 96, received a Ph .D. in 
psychology from Geo rgia State 
University in 2007. She and her 
hu sband, jeffrey, have two sons: 
David,S, and Noah, 2. 
AJlison O'Steen Ryan, 
LA 96, and her husband, Jim, 
announce the b irth of Cooper 
Daniel on Oct. 13, 2008. He joins 
big bro ther, Kelton Brooks, 3. The 
family resides in San jose, Ca lif. 
E-mail: ajryanl@me.com 
David Thompson, GR 
96, G R 00, rece ived tenure at 
Luther College in Decorah, Iowa. 
Thompson is professor of m odern 
languages and literatures. 
Erika D. Eggers, LA 97, 
is a n assistant professor at the 
University of Arizona in the 
physio logy and biomed ical 
engineering departments. 
Theodore Fischer, EN 97, and 
Teri Strayer were married on jan. 1, 
2009, in Laguna Nigue l, Calif. 
Elizabeth Haydon, LA 97, 
and james Bodan were mar­
ri ed in April 2008. The wedding 
party and gues ts included many 
University alumni. The couple 
resides in Chicago. Beth rece ived 
a ma ster of SC ience degree in 
historic preservation from the 
University of Pennsylva nia in 
2002. She manages th e renova­
tion of Chicago school buildings. 
Lindsay (Miller-jones) 
Anderson, LA 98, and her 
husband, Ryan, announce the 
birth of Bryce James on Sept. 23 , 
2008. The family resides in Chicago. 
Leopoldo J. Cabassa, LA 98, 
SW 01 , SW OS, is ass istant direc­
tor of th e Center of Excellence for 
Cultural Competence at th e New 
York State Psychiatric Institute, 
Columbia Universi ty Department 
of Psychi atry. 
Matthew Conroy, LA 98, 
and hi s wife, Alexee, announce 
the birth of Alexander Quinn on 
Feb. 12,2009. The family reSides 
in Brooklyn, N.Y., where Matthew 
is an analys t at Octavian Advisors, 
L.P. , and Alexee is an attorney at 
DLA Piper. E-maiJ: mgconroy@ 
gmai l.com 
Andrea (Endicott) 
Langford, BU 98, and he r hus­
band, Larry, announce the birth 
of Landry Carter on Feb. 3. 2009. 
The fam ily resides in Owasso, 
Okla., where Larry is th e execu­
tive director of the Owasso Famil y 
YMCA. 
Jamie (Wheat) Lewis, OT 98, 
and her husband, Matthew, have 
two children: Betsey Rose,S, and 
Samuel Asher, 2. 
Matt Millikin, LA 98, 
LW OJ, is the deputy director of 
Community Legal Resources, a 
nonprofit o rganizat ion basecl 
in Detroit. Community Legal 
Resources matches o ther non­
profit organizations that se rve 
low-income or di sadvantaged 
communities across Michiga n 
with la'A'Yers wi lling to volunteer 
free legal se rvices. The organiza­
tion al so creates legal educa tion 
resources a nd publications that 
address th e needs o f nonprofIts, 
especially in times o f economic 
h a rdship. 
Andrea Pennington, MD 
98, is the chief med ical officer at 
Logical [mages, [nc., the expert 
source for visual diagnostic dec i­
sio n support technology and con­
sumer skin health information. 
Edward T. Ploysongsang, 
LW 98, opened his own full­
se rvice law firm: Ployprathip 
International Law Office. The 
ftrm is experienced with Thai 
bankruptcy Ja w, as well as Thai 
corporate commerCial law and 
fo reign direct investment. He is 
pursuing an E.M .B.A. at Sasin 
G raduate Institute of Busi ness 
Administration at Chulalongkorn 
Uni versity. 
Rachel (Forman) Singer, 
BU 98, EN 98, and her husband, 
Brian, announce the birth o f Leila 
Made[ein e on Dec. 18, 2008. She 
joins big brother, j oshua, 2. The 
family reSides in New York City. 
Sarah E. Tomsky, FA 98, 
is pursuing a master o f scie nce 
degree at the School of Natural 
Resources and the Environment 
at the Uni ve rsity of Michigan, 
Ann Arbo r. She is studying 
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conserva tion bio logy and envi­
ronmenta l pl anning. 
Garry L. Weaver, SI 98, is the 
manager of data center operations, 
technical support, and telecommu­
nication systems for Smurfit -Stone 
Contai ner in Creve Coeur, Mo. 
Christine (Adles) Beermann, 
EN 99, and her husband, Brett, 
announce the birth of Anna 
Michelle onJan. 25, 2009 . She 
joins big siste r, Avery, 2. The 
family resides in Denver, where 
Christin e is a mechan ical engi­
neer for Murphy Com pany and 
Brett is a senior account manager 
for TekSys tems. 
Jessica Daniels, LA 99, and 
j aime Schwarz were marr ied on 
Oct. 12, 2008. The wedding guests 
in cluded many University alumni . 
The coupl e resides in New York 
City, where j essica is an indepen­
dent cast ing director and fil m­
maker an d jaime is a copywriter 
at JWT. 
Rachelle Seligmann Gerson, 
LA 99, an d her husband, David, 
announce the birth of Cameron 
Kurt on March 4, 2009. He joins 
big brother, Jacoh, 4, and big 
sister, Stella, 2. The fam ily resides 
in Newnan , Ga., a southwest 
suhurb of Atlanta. Rachellc is a 
stay-at-home mom, and David is 
the d irector of customer relations 
fo r In terfaceFior. 
Jeffrey W. Gibbs, GB 99, 
is a regional manager wi th BP 
Products in North Carolin a. He 
has been with the company fo r 
28 years. 
Amanda Mason, LA 99, and 
her husband, Kevin Kuntz, 
EN 99, announce the birth of 
Ryan Mason on Dec. 8, 2008 . The 
fam ily resides in New York. 
Katherine (Breslow) 
Sbrager, LA 99, LA 99, and lJ er 
h usband, Aa ron, announce the 
l1 irth of Yaa kov Noam on Oct. 3, 
2008. He joins big broth er, Izzy, 
3. The fa mily resides in a suhurh 
of Phil adelphia. Katherine is a 
psychologist and private music 
teacher, and Aa ron is a teacher. 
Monica Smith, LA 99, was 
named to th e Texas Risil1g Stars 
2009 list. Smith is an attorney in 




Linnenbringer, LA 00, and her 
h usha nd, Keith Lionenbringer, 
EN 00, announce the birth of 
Claire Elizabeth on Dec. 4, 2008. 
The fa mily resides in Ann Arbor, 
Mich ., where Erin is a doctoral 
candida te at the Un iversity of 
Michigan School o f Public Health 
and Keith is a senior manager 
with Accenture . 
Ted Perlstein, 8 .S.A.S. '97 
Increasing 
Connectivity Is 
in His Cards 
Ted Perlstein, B.S.A.S. '97, crea tes and designs new ways fo r people to connect and commun ica te-though n ot in a 
way his Wash ington University engineering 
pro fessors m ight h ave expected . 
Since June 2008, Perlstei n h as been on 
a m ission to propel person al greeting cards 
into the m odem age. His ChicagO-based 
business, FilJ In The Blank Greetings"", 
produces greeting ca rds th at prov ide a mo re 
in teractive experience fo r both the sender 
and the reci pien t o f the ca rd . 
" In 2007, I visited some recently ma rri ed 
fr iends," says Perlstein . "They were in the 
throes of sending thank-you ca rds for their 
wedding gifts, but they were having li tt le fun 
with the whole p rocess . I started thinking 
tha t th ere had to be a better, mo re ful fi lling 
card-giv ing experi ence ." 
His solution involves a new type of gree t­
ing card rem iniscent o f Mad Li bs, the humor­
ous word game much beloved by American 
kids sin ce its invent ion in the 1950s. In th e 
game, one player prompts o ther pl ayers 
fo r ran dom nouns, verbs, or ad ject ives to 
substitute fo r blanks sprin kled th roughout a 
short sto ry. The p laye rs then read th e resulting 
nonsensical story out loud, which invariably 
prod uces laughter throughout the group. 
After seve ral weeks of creat ive thinking, 
writing, and resea rching the gree ting card 
indust ry, Pe rlstein produced some samp le 
cards to show his fr iends and family. 
They responded wi th so much enthusiasm 
and en couragemen t th at he decided to run 
w ith the idea, offic ially launching his new 
business in June 2008. 
Here's h ow Fill In The Blank cards wo rk: 
Each ca rd features cutouts on its front panel , 
with prompts for what to write in the cutou t 
spaces-such as "a d ream job " or "an impu lse 
purch ase"- p ri n ted underneath them . The 
front pan el inst ructs th e recipien t to fill in 
th e b lanks before openi ng the card to read the 
n ewly crafted message on the inside . 
Th e resul t ing message on th e card 's inside 
pan el, besides being amusing, has effective ly 
been p ersona lized by the recip ien t. 
Perlstein then thought o f a way to encour­
age interaction between the sender and the 
recip ient even fu rth er th rough a pa tent-pend­
ing on line p rocess. 
"A reCipient of any o f ou r cards can go to 
WWI"l. filli ntheblankgreetings.com to e-mail 
Ted Perlstein created Fill In The Blank GreetingsTM, a 
greeting card company that provides an interactive 
experience for the sender and the recipient. 
his or h er newly crea ted m essage back to th e 
sender or to o ther friends and fa mily," expla ins 
Perlstein . " It 's an engaging and unique p rocess 
tha t advances the evolution o f greet ing ca rd s." 
Fill In The Blank Greetings isn 't Perlstein 'S 
first successfu l business built by anticipa tin g 
new ways to prov ide products and services 
via th e In ternet. FolJ owing hi s grad uati on 
from the Universi ty, he and a mentor started 
a thriving on li ne trave l company ca ll ed 
LastMinuteTrave l. com, which today bills 
itself as th e "first Web site servin g the time­
starved trave ler. " After spend ing fi ve yea rs 
with LastMin uteTraveJ. com, Perlstein left 
in sea rch of new ho rizons and eventualI y 
crea ted Fill In The Blank Greetings. 
Perlstein credits the Univers ity with 
h elping him see th e myriad possibiliti es 
o f onli ne connectiv ity. "\'Vhen I was at 
Washi ngton Un iversity during th e mid­
1990s, the In ternet boom was just begin­
ning," h e says. "Having access to th e Schoo l 
o f Engineeri ng & Applied Science's App li ed 
Research Labo ratory, wh ich was at th e fo re­
fron t of ne two rk ing and te lecomm uni ca ti ons, 
sh owed me the Internet's incredi ble po tenti al. " 
TOday, Perlstein is glad to be m aster of 
hi s own des tiny. He writes the word ing fo r 
the gree ting ca rds, h ires freelan ce design ers 
from across No rth Ameri ca to crea te the 
card graphi cs, and works on ideas fo r future 
products. Soon a fter sta rting his company, he 
began a pa ra ll el business tha t crea tes direc t 
response campa igns, using th e Fill In Th e 
Blank concept, fo r businesses looking fo r a 
fresh approach to m arketing 
More th an anything, Perlstein enjoys 
c rea ting tangible products that help peopl e 
conn ect and celebrate with each o ther. 
"To think o f someone fillin g in a greet ing 
ca rd that I m ade, th en laugh ing as they read 
the message ins ide, is an extremely fun and 
grat ifying experience," he says. 
-Lisa Cary 
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Daniel Riordan, LA 00, HA 
05, LW 05, and jeffrey Steinmann 
were married on Sept. 15,2008, in 
San Francisco. The cou pie resides 
in St. Louis. 
Kurt Summers, BU 00, is the 
chief of staff for the team heading 
up Chicago's bid for the 2016 
Olympics. 
Remzy D. Bitar, LW 01, and 
his wife announce the birth of 
jordan David in November 2008. 
Remzy was named a sharehold er 
at Crivello Carlson, S.c., in 
Milwaukee, where he works in 
litigation. 
Dennis L. Dechant, LA 01, is 
pursuing a master's degree in art 
history at the University of Oregon, 
Eugene. His degree will have an 
emphasis on medieval German 
manuscripts. He previously served 
as director of the Beaverhead 
County Museum in Montana. 
Allison (Cohen) Leidner, 
LA 01 , and her husband, Greg, 
annou nce the birth of Sophie 
Brooke on Oct. 16, 2008. The fam­
ily resides in the Boston area. 
Deeangelee Pooran-Kublall, 
LA 02, lives in New York. She is 
looking to move from clinical 
medicine to public health and 
health education. 
Todd S. Snyder, LW 02, 
and his wife, Molly, announce 
the birth of Keegan Sta nford on 
jan. ] 2, 2009 . The fam ily reSides 
in Ladue, Mo. Todd is a vice presi­
dent at U.S. Trust. 
Paul Youssef, LA 02, gradu­
ated from med ical school at the 
Chi cago Coll ege of Os teopathic 
Medicine in May 2009. He is 
pursuing a two-year residency 
training in gen eral pediatrics at 
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, 
Minn ., followed by a three-year 
fellowship in pediatric neu ro logy, 
also at Mayo. 
Marie (Green) Dixon, SW 03, 
is a case manager at the Hopewell 
Center, where she has worked for 
10 years. 
Timothy Gronewold, BU 03, 
LW 08, is an associate at Heyl, 
Royster, Voelker &; Allen in Peoria, 
III. The law firm provides legal 
services for businesses, profes­
sionals, health-care organizations, 
univers ities , insurance compa nies, 
and oth er major in stitution s. 
Erin O'Brien, LA 03, and john 
Wright were married in September 
2008 in St. Louis. 
Becky Rubin, LW 03, and 
Stephen Tountas, LW 03, 
were married in May 2008 in 
Lawrenceville, N.j. The weddi ng 
party and guests included many 
University alumni. The couple resides 
in Manhattan, where they both 
are attorneys in private practice. 
Kristin (Smith) Trulock, 
LW 03, is an associate at Elarbee 
Thompson, an award-winning 
Atlanta law firm dedicated to the 
representation of management in 
labor law, employment law, and 
complex litiga tion. 
Irene Vallye, FA 03, and 
Quinn "Marty" Martin, BU 03, 
were married on jan. 3, 2009, 
in New York City. The wedding 
Award-Winning Writers 
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party and guests included many 
University alumni. The couple 
resides in New Yo rk City, where 
Irene works in the apparel 
industry and Marty works in 
the finance industry. Irene 
is working on launching her 
stationery and design business, 
rinkaandink.com. 
jessie Christine Basner, 
LW 04, and her hUSband, Charles, 
announce the birth of Thad jacob 
on july 28, 2008. The family 
resides in Eas t Brunswick, N.J., 
where jessie is a senior associate at 
Pehlivanian Braaten &; Pascarella 
in the environ menta l/toxic tort 
department. 
Barry M. Czeisler, LA 04, 
graduated from medical school at 
Case Western Reserve University 
in 2008. He is in residency 
for neurology at New York 
Presbyterian Hospital-Co lumbia . 
Kristen A. Ehrenberger, 
LA 04, is pursuing an M.D./Ph. D. 
(h istory) at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
Andrew M. Fraerman, 
LA 04, is a law student at 
Northwestern University. 
Abigail D. Hammerman, 
LA 04, LW 07, joined Danna 
McKitrick, P.c., a law firm based 
in Clayton, Mo. She works in the 
litiga tion department focusing on 
insura nce defense and workers' 
compensation. 
Girish j . Murthy, EN 04, is 
attending medical school. 
Adam Pase, LA 04, is the 
executive director of the New 
Democratic Coalition, a group of 
economically moderate House 
Democrats in Washington, D.C. 
Amy Reahard, FA 04, LA 04 , 
and Kevin Stutey were married in 
August 2008. The couple resides 
in Louisville, Ky., where Amy works 
for a nonprofit organization doing 
crisis interven tion with suicidal 
and homiCidal kids and teens. 
Laura (Greenberg) Schiller, 
BU 04, is an associate in the trusts 
and estates department of Phillips 
Nizer LLP in New York City. 
jessica Spuhler, LA 04, and 
David Popiel, LA 03, were mar­
ried on Aug. 9, 2008, in Denver. 
The wedding party and guests 
included many University alumni. 
The couple resides in Denver, 
where David is an architect intern 
for Davis Partnership Architects 
and jessica is a law student at the 
University of Colorado in Boulder. 
Ajia (Johnson) Tenney, 
LW 04, is the CEO of the Kansas 
City Mediation Group . Tenney 
is o ne of the you ngest a ttorney/ 
mediators nationwide to start a 
solo practice. 
Adrianne (Casagrand) 
Wilkerson, LA 04, is pursu­
ing a graduate degree in clinical 
psychology at Michigan State 
University. 
Omar M. Young, LA 04, 
is a resident in obstetrics and 
gynecology at Ya le-New Haven 
Hospital in New Haven, Conn. 
Philip A. Hatchett, LA OS, 
is a government contracto r for 
U.S. EPA/Com pass. He works on 
policy and communications for 
the renewable fue ls standard . 
Rumana S. Hussain, EN 05, 
is pursuing a joint M.BA/M.P.H. 
at the Haas Schoo l of Business 
and the School of Public Health 
at the Unive rsity o f Cali fo rnia, 
Berkeley. She hopes to work for 
an organiza tion that focuses on 
hea lth disparities, particularly in 
the area of women's health . 
joyce Carol Myers, GR OS, 
GR 08, is conducting postdoc­
toral work in particle physics at 
Swansea University in Wales. Her 
father, Michael S. Myers, is a 
University alum, as well (MD 76). 
Adam Reich, LA OS, UC 05, 
and Elliot Darvick, LA 06, are 
working on the Post-Conviction 
justice Project at the USC Law 
School. Reich, a law student, 
is a legal representative for the 
project, and Darvick created the 
Web site and works on outreach. 
One of Reich's clients recently 
was granted parole after serving 
29 years of her 30-year sentence. 
Web site: http://law.usc.edu/ 
academics/clinical / pcjp.cfm 
Yvonne D. Yang, LA 05, is a 
law student at DePaul University. 
Alona Banai, LA 06, received 
a master o f science degree in 
plant biology and conservation 
from Nor thweste rn University in 
December 2008. She is a research 
assistant in plant evolution at the 
Univers ity of C hicago, where she 
works for Sir Peter Crane. 
Sam Drzymala, LA 06, is the 
new media coordinator for U.S. 
Sen. Claire McCaskill. He will 
help with Web si te design, videos, 
and e-newsletters. 
Katelyn Swindle, Sf 06, 
51 08, and Matthew Reilly , Sf 
08, were manied on Jan. ] 7,2009, 
in Charleston, S.c. The wedding 
party and guests included many 
University students, aLumni, and 
faculty. The couple resides in St. 
Louis, where Katelyn works for Saint 
Louis University and Matt works for 
the Department of Veteran Affairs. 
David H. Woo, BU 06, is a 
consultan t at the £ON Group in 
Seoul, South Korea. 
Harshvardhan Sethi, BU 07, 
is pursuing a master's degree 
in development studies at the 
London School of Econom ics. 
Camille A. Fisher, LA 08, 
works in a publi shing company 
and is planning to appLy to grad­
uate school to pursue a degree in 
internationaL affairs. 
Gary True, GL 08, joined 
Summers Compton Wells PC in 
Ladue, Mo., as a principal. 
In Memoriam 
19205 
Dorothy (Menown) Weeks, LA 
26; Feb. '09 
19305 
Leonard J. Abrahams, AR 31; 
March '09 • Margaret (Jones) 
Bricker, NU 33; Feb. '09 • C. Inez 
(Wilson) Deming, LA 35; Feb. '09 
• Opal (fitzsimmons) Johnson, 
UC 36; jan . '07 • Karl R. 
McKenzie, FA 36; Sept. '08 • Ret. 
Col. Earle K. Rosen, BU 36; Feb. 
'09 • Jane F. Smith, SW 37; Feb. 
'09 • Louise (Crouse) Russell, 
NU 38; Nov. '08 • Dorothy C. 
Wagner, LA 38, GR 39; Dec. '08 • 
Irving L. Berger, MD 39; Jan . '09 
• William F. Goessling, Sr., BU 
39; Feb. '09 • Lucille (Hansen) 
Green, UC 39; Jan. '09 • Leonard 
Kent, LA 39, MD 43; jan. '09 
1940s 
Mary (Eicher) Cole, LA 40; March 
'09 • Ludwig F. Hammer, EN 
40; Feb. '09 • Muriel Sanders, 
LA 40, SW 42; Jan . '09 • Janet 
(Hagen) Ulmer, LA 40; Dec. '08 • 
Madeline (Mihelyi) Wallmark, 
GR 40; Aug. '08 • Barbara 
(Moore) Weber, UC 40; jan . '09 
• Mae (Dragoo) Stegmann, LA 
41 ; Jan. '09 • Patricia (Dietrich) 
Dees, LA 42; May '06 • Walter P. 
Graul, MD 42; Dec. '08 • Milton 
M. Harris, BU 42; Jan. '09 • Neil 
Humphreville, SU 42; Feb. '09 
• John T. Bird, Jr. , DE 43; Feb. 
'09 • B. Wright Hutton, LA 43; 
Sept. '08 • Walter H. Klose, BU 
43; Feb. '08 • Frederick M. Reitz, 
EN 43, SI 49; Nov. '08 • Anna 
(Kodros) Beach, FA 44; july '08 • 
John D. Hasler, LW 44; Sept. '07 
• Ruth (Bretscher) Ressmeyer, LA 
44; Oct. '08 • Margaret (Jones) 
Henry, MD 45; Dec. '08 • Lucy 
(Johns) Anderson, LA 46; jan. '09 
• Marie (Rosenberg) Langbart, 
LA 46; Dec. '08 • Joseph c. 
Williams, Jr., MD 46; Nov. '08 
• Dorothy K. Anderson, FA 47; 
Aug. '08 • Marvin H. Berkeley, 
LA 47, GR 52; jan. '09 • Anita 
(Heinrichsmeyer) Flori, LA 47; 
Oct. '08 • George N. Hartje, LA 
47; April '08 • Carleton F. Izard, 
SU 47;jan. '09 • John T. Loire, 
LA 47; March '09 • Robert H. 
McRoberts, Jr., LA 47, LW 51 ; 
Feb. '09 • Sam Moskowitz, SU 
47; Feb. '09 • Travis]. Wright, 
EN 47; Jan. '09 • Herbert 
J. Alpern, BU 48; June '08 • 
Virginia Barritt, NU 48; Feb. '09 
• Maryrose (Sauerhage) Bush, 
NU 48; Feb. '09 • Steven Carson, 
LA 4S; Aug . '08 • Robert W. 
Gabriel , EN 48; Dec. '08 • Virgil 
D. Greene, EN 48; Dec. 'OS • 
Philip B. Polster, LW 48; Feb. '09 




or Carey (Long) Palenchar, B.S.C.S. '02, 
experiments in the kitchen revealed her true calling. Her love of cooking began 
when she was a student at WaShington 
University, where Palenchar studied computer 
science and tried out new recipes in her free 
time. She became, as she puts it, "pretty much 
obsessed with [television'S) Food Network." 
After graduation, she worked as a senior 
analyst in AT&T's information technology 
department for three years. Despite working 
long hours, she still found time for her culi­
nary hobby. "It seemed that whenever I had 
free time I spent it cooking," she says. 
The joy that cooking brought to her 
life led her to consider a culinary career. In 
January 200S, Palenchar decided to enroll part 
time in the culinary arts program at St. Louis 
Community COllege-Forest Park. By the end 
of her first semester, she knew she wanted 
to attend culinary school full time. So she 
quit her job at AT&T and enrolled at L'Ecole 
Culinaire in St. Louis in August 2005 . 
"It was a tough decision because, unlike 
going to culinary school part time, attending 
classes full time would be a life-Changer," says 
Palenchar. "But from the time I started there, 
I knew this was where I should be." 
During this time, several externships 
exposed her to further positive experiences in 
the culinary field. "While most students got 
restaurant jobs, I did a combination of four 
different things," says Palenchar. "r worked 
with the Kelly Twins [chefs in the St. Louis 
area), helping them with their cooking show 
on cable television. I also did cooking demon­
strations on KSDK Newschannel 5." 
On top of that , she assisted a food phO­
tographer and worked in the Whole Lifestyle 
Center of Whole Foods Market. These four 
different jobs helped Palenchar hone in on 
what she wanted to do with her new degree 
and experiences: reCipe development, food 
styling, and CUlinary instruction. After gradu­
ating from culinary school, she found the 
perfect job at Dierbergs Markets in St. Louis, 
when the company created a position just for 
her in its School of Cooking. 
"Dierbergs liked that I had a degree from 
Washington University along with my culi­
nary school degree, and they were impressed 
by all the different experiences I had in my 
four externships," says Palenchar. In her 
Using her love of cooking, Carey Palenchar is 
developing a cooking school for Giant Eagle Market 
District, a chain of grocery stores. 
position at Dierbergs School of Cooking, she 
developed and taught classes, created and 
tested recipes for Dierbergs Everybody Cooks® 
magaZine, and assisted with food styling for 
the magaZine and the television show by the 
same name. 
After a year at Dierbergs, Palenchar had 
to leave the company and her "perfect 
job" when she and her husband, Ethan, 
B.S.C.S. '02, moved to Pittsburgh so he could 
begin working on an M.B.A. at Carnegie 
Mellon University. However, she got lucky 
and ended up finding another dream job at 
Giant Eagle Market District in Pittsburgh, 
where she is working to develop a cooking 
school for the company. 
"My experiences from Dierbergs will 
help me when I form this cooking school," 
Palenchar says. "I 'm so proud of landing this 
job because the level of responsibility I'm 
going to have is definitely a step up from any­
thing I've ever done ." 
The cooking school formally opens in fall 
2009; in the meantime, Palenchar is serving 
as the food marketing manager for one of the 
Giant Eagle Market District stores. She creates 
and demonstrates recipes, plans dishes for the 
week, and answers customers' questions. 
She uses her past television experience 
in her current job, as there is a camera on 
her kitchen area constantly. "Customers 
can always see what we're doing even if it's 
crowded around the demonstration area, 
which it always is, " says Palenchar. 
Although she ended up in a career totally 
unrelated to her degree in engineering, 
Palenchar says that there are some similarities 
between the two. 
"When developing recipes, you have to 
be detail-oriented, and you have to be able to 
troubleshoot problems; these are the same raw 
skills that drive both computer science and 
recipe development." 
-Victoria Siegel, A.B. '81, M.A. '88 




• Willard V. " Buck" Siegel, LA 
48; April '08 • Walter S. Strode, 
MD 48; Nov. '08 • Harry 
Wuertenbaecher, Jr., EN 48; Jan. 
'09 • John A. Adams, Jr., EN 
49; April '07 • John R. Allen, 
LA 49; Dec. '08 • Patricia 
(Dahms) Bernard, NU 49; Feb. 
'09 • William 1'\'1. Haun, SW 49; 
March '09 • Edward L. Horner, 
BU 49; Sept. '08 • Robert K. 
Leedham, EN 49; Nov. '08 • 
Shirley J. Pe terson, MD 49; Jan. 
'09 • Paul M. Sabre, BU 49; 
June '07 • Robert W. Steffan, 
LA 49; April '07 • James R. 
Zimmer, LW 49; jan. '08 
Thel ma L. Benson, LA 50, 
GR 60; Feb '09 • Robert 
Eickmeyer, FA 50; March '09 • 
Norman A. James, MD 50; Nov. 
'08 • Dolores (Kriegshauser) 
Lansche, BU 50; Feb. '09 • Saul 
Mirowitz, LA 50; Jan. '09 • 
Allen R. Burstein, BU 51; Jan. 
'09 • Dellard CaSSi ty, FA 51; 
Feb. '08 • Phillip Comens, 
MD51;jan .'09· William]. 
Davis, Sl 51, 51 56; April '08 • 
Robert W. Gessel , BU 51; Jan . 
'09 • Rev. E. Weldon Keck1ey, 
G R 51; Dec. '08 • Victor]. 
Kurowski, EN 51; jan. '09 • 
John E. Senne, 51 51; Aug. '08 
• 12dward H. Stewart, Jr., EN 
51; jan. '09 • John W. Titzler, 
LA 51; Feb. '09 • Robert A. 
Berg, SW 52; Oct. '08 • Jane 
(Hedges) Munroe, BU 52; Sept. 
'08 • Albert T. Nambu, MD 52; 
Nov. '08 • Robert F. Schaefer, 
ClassMates 
LA 52, DE 55; Feb. '09 • William 
L. Schauer, BU 52; Dec. '08 • 
Gene E. Schultze, LA 52, GR 
60; April '07 • Emil]. Bagley, 
SW 53; Dec. '08 • Conrad H. 
Cheek, Sr., GR 53; Nov. '08 • 
Albert L. Grieve, G R 53; Dec. '08 
• John H. lissant, EN 53; Feb. 
'09 • Marvin Solit, LA 53; Dec. 
'06 • Martin J. Tado, LA 53; 
Feb. '09 • Victor K. Heyman, 
LA 54, GR 57;jan. '09 • Robert 
L. Mengersen, GR 54; Jan . '09 • 
Cynthia (Bloom) Namenwirth, 
FA 54; july '08 • Jade Ga rdn er 
Bute, LA 55; March '08 • Eldon 
G. Powell, G R 55; Dec. '08 • 
Jules M. Snitzer, DE 55; Feb. '09 
• Perina (Erspamer) Verticchio, 
UC 55; Dec. '08 • Barbara 
(Moeller) C rowley, BU 56; April 
'08 • Frederick C. Eggert, UC 
56; Dec. '08 • Grace (Schwartz) 
Young, OT 56; Jan. '09 • Frank 
P. Fullerton, UC 57; Jun e '08 • 
Robert L. Ladd, Sr., LA 57; jan. 
'09 • Ronald W. Dennert, LA 
58; jan. '09 • Chas Jones, LA 58; 
Sept. '08 • Margaret M. Barr, 
UC 59; March '08 • Howard]. 
Eichhorn, GB 59; Sept. '08 • J. 
Anne (Wood) Kirkpatrick, LA 
59; Sept. '08 • James D. Mackie, 
FA 59; Feb. '09 • Nancy C. 
McCaig, LA 59; Aug. '06 
1960s 
Frank D. Gaio, UC 60, GR 63, G R 
66; Jan. '09 • Synda (Haines) 
Prisbrey, OT 60; Dec. '08 • Carl 
A. Saladino, LA 60; Dec. '08 • 
Vincent A. SChneider, Jr., HA 
60; Jan. '09 • Robert B. Smith, 
UC 60; Aug. '08 • Vernon E. 
Netherton, S[ 61; March '09 
• Raymond I. Parnas, LA 61, 
LW 64; Jan. '09 • James T. 
Williamson, LW 61 ; Feb. '09 • 
Charles H. Wyers, UC 61; March 
'09 • Roger W. Heitland, LA 62; 
March '09 • Thomas M. Hesse, 
EN 62; Feb. '09 • Kent Smith, 
MD 62; Feb. '09 • John H. Stone 
Ill, MD 62; Nov. '08 • William 
I. Thorn ton , LA 62; Sept. '08 
• Louise (Welenken) Barcus, 
a T 63; jan. '09 • Raymond 
A. Haar, UC 63; March '08 • 
Joseph P. Kelly, GR 63; Ma rch 
'09 • William A. Thomure, 
UC 64; june '08 • Margaret 
(Roemer) Walker, LA 64; Feb . 
'09 • Roberta Uohnston) Brady, 
NU 65; Feb. '09 • Joseph w. 
Flaherty, EN 65; Oct. '08 • Louis 
C. Gualdoni, UC 65; Jan. '09 • 
Dorothy (Hughes) Hartzell , GR 
65; Feb. '09 • Robert Sigoloff, 
LW 65; Feb. '09 • Rolf Woldseth, 
GR 65; Oct. '08 • Donald A. 
Grassmuck, UC 66; July '08 • 
C harles H . S. Murphy, Jr., UC 
66; Feb. '09 • Lena (Green) 
O'Ba nnon, UC 66; Nov. '08 • 
Harold E. Wacker, UC 66; Jan. '09 
• Louise (McGraw) Hodgson, 
GR 67; March '09 • Michael 
A. Turken, LW 68; Feb. '09 • 
Marsha S. Weltman, LA 68, GR 
71 ; Feb. '09 • Ruth T. Whitaker, 
UC 68; July '08 • Harvey Gers, 
LA 69, LA 69, G B 71; Feb. '09 
1970s 
Chades R. Ingram, Jr. , GR 70; 
june '08 • Frances Durham, 
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GR 73; Jan. '09 • Andrew A. 
Kusnierkiewicz, LA 73, GA 75; 
jan. '09 • Stephen C. Cossel, 
LA 74; Feb. '08 • Michael j. 
Cunningham, LA 74; Oct. '08 • 
Kerry P. Felski, GR 74; Aug. '07 
• Richard A. Lauderbaugh, GR 
74, GR 79; Dec. '07 • Michael 
W. Shannon, LA 74; Ma rch '09 • 
Roger D. Wibben meyer, LA 75; 
Aug. '08 • Carol]. Purtle, GR 
76; Dec. '08 • Norman Lambert, 
UC 77, TJ 91 ; Feb. '09 • Peta 
Raabe, GA 77; Ja n. '09 • Mary D. 
O'Hare, SW 78; Oct. '08 • Randy 
L. Partee, Sr., BU 78; jan. '09 • 
Stephen D. Snoke, LW 78; Jan. '09 
• Scott J. Kringer, LA 79; Dec. '08 
19805 
James M. Vanderplas, LW 80; 
March '09 • Michael]. Schneier, 
Tl 87; Feb. '09 
19905 
Deborah C. Brosnan, SW 98; 
Dec. 'OS 
2000s 
Lindsey P. Rudo lph, LA 01; March 
'09 • Michelle S. Hankins, SW 
02; Feb. '09 • Earline K Stewart, 
5105, SI 07; Feb . '09 • Paul 
Harvey, GR 07; fe b. '09 
In Remembrance 
John T. Bird, Jr. 
John T. Bird, Jr., D.D.S. '43, former 
dean of the School of Dental 
Med icine at the University, died 
Tuesday, February 10, 2009. He 
and his family res ided in Birds 
Point, Missouri, o n land owned 
by the Bird famil y since before the 
Louisiana Purchase. 
After graduating from WaS hington 
University, Bird se rved as a dentist 
in the U.S . Army. In 1947, he 
joined the dental schoo l fac ulty 
and became a pioneer in endo­
dontics (root canals). [n the 19605, 
Bird he lped conduct the School's 
Baby Tooth Survey to dete rmine 
the am ount of stro ntium-90 levels 
in teeth shed by Children in the 
St. Louis area. He became dean in 
1967 and remained in tha t positio n 
until his retirement in 1976. 
Gerard Glynn 
Rev. Gerard Glynn, considered the 
founding fath er of the New man 
Center at the University, died 
Wednesday, February 4, 2009. 
Glynn was assigned to the 
Newman Apostalate in 1950, when 
it was known as the Newman 
Club and had been meeting in the 
basem ent of Our Lady of Lourdes. 
He helped rai se funds to acq uire a 
building on Skinker Boulevard, the 
origina l Newman Center. 
In 1962, he purch ased th e cen­
ter's current locatio n o n Forsyth 
Boulevard and co nstru c ted a 
chapel aclditio n o n th e south side 
of th e orig in al building. 
Over th e years, Glynn garne red 
support from many St. Lo uis-area 
Catho lics to secure the future o f 
th e Catholic Student Cente r, crea t­
ing an endowment fo r reli gio us 
education for Unive rsity students . 
Neville Grant 
Neville Grant, pro fessor emeri­
tus o f clinica l m edicine at 
th e Unive rsity, died Tuesday, 
January 20, 2009. 
Mter graduating from medica l 
school at Columbia Un ive rsity, 
Grant completed an inte rnship 
at Washington Uni versity. He 
became the fir st medical student 
to assist Nobel Peace Prize-winner 
Albert Schweitzer at his hospital 
in Lambaren e, French Eguato ri a l 
Afri ca, n ow Gabon . 
For n early 40 years, Grant 
taught at the Schoo l o f Med icin e. 
Afte r he retired in 1999, Barnes­
Jewi sh Hospital crea ted the Neville 
Grant Award for C linical Educatio n 
in his h o no r. 
He prac ti ced m edicine with hi s 
brothe r, the late John M. Grant, 
a t th e Grant Medical CliniC in St. 
Lo uis, which was found ed by the ir 
fath er, the late Samuel B. G rant. 
One of Neville G rant 's chil­
dren , Johanna Grant Nicholas, is 
associate professo r o f audio logy 
and co mmun ica ti on sciences and 
research associ a te professor of o to­
laryn gOlOgy a t the medical school. 
Paul Harvey 
Paul Harvey, whose news repo rts 
and human-interes t sto ries 
capti vated Ameri ca n li sten­
ers for decades, di ed Sa turday, 
February 28, 2009 
Harvey and hi s wife, Lynne 
"Angel" Coope r Harvey, an alumna 
of the Uni versity who died May 3, 
2008, we re longtime, gene rous 
suppo rters of the Unive rSity. 
Amo ng their most rece nt contribu­
ti o ns was a gift in 2008 to name 
the Angel and Paul Harvey Media 
Cente r in th e n ew Danforth 
Un iversi ty Cen ter. 
As a high school student, 
Ha rvey began working at KYOO-AM 
and became an announcer and 
prog ram director there whil e 
a ttending the Unive rsity o f Tulsa. 
He and his wife m e t at St. Louis 
radio station KXOK-AM, where 
Paul was a yo ung repo rt er and 
Angel w as hired to develop a pro­
gram o n edu ca tion. Paul proposed 
to Ange l o n th e ir first date, and 
they marri ed in 1940. 
In 1944, the Harvel'S moved 
to Chicago and soon laun ched 
Plllll Harvey News o n ABC affiliate 
WENR-AM. With Ange l as pro­
d ucer, the prog ram gui ckly became 
the most-li sten ed-to newscast in 
Chicago and helped pio neer the 
10 p.m. n ewscast, which soo n 
became a national standard . In 
1951, the ABC Radio Ne tworks 
began broadcasting the p rogram 
on s tatio ns coast-to-coast . 
Harvey was in d ucted into the 
National Radio Ha ll o f Fame in 
1990. He received the Presidential 
Medal o f Freedom , the nation 's 
m os t prestigio us civilian hono r, 
in 2005 . 
Angel and Paul rece ived ho nor­
ary degrees from the University in 
1998 and 2007, respec ti ve ly. 
Eugene R. Kilgen, Jr. 
Eugene R. Kilgen, Jr., for­
mer executi ve director of th e 
Wa shing to n University Medica l 
Center Redevelopment Corp . 
(WUJ'v1CRC), died Saturday, 
January 17, 2009 . 
During his more than 20-year 
tenure, Kilgen spearheaded the 
redevelopment o f th e Central 
West End neighbo rhood surround­
ing the Medica l Center. Between 
19 75- 90, deve lo pers working 
with th e WUMCRC had inves ted 
millio ns o f do llars in res id ential, 
commerCial, and in stitutional 
redevelopment in th e Central 
West End. That effo rt received 
national acclaim. 
In the mid 1990s, Kilgen was 
part o f the Unive rsity's team that 
received a $2.4 million grant fro m 
the U.S. Department of HOUSing 
and Urban Development fo r the 
revita lization of the Fo res t Pa rk 
So utheast neighbo rhood . 
Wayne "Packy" McFarland 
Wayne "Pad.'y" McFarland, profes­
so r eme ri tus o f physical educatio n, 
di ed Sunday, january 18,2009 . 
McFa rland joined Wa shing to n 
Unive rsity in 1961 as ass ista nt 
pro fesso r of educatio n in Arts & 
Sciences. He became assoc iate 
professor of physica l ed ucation 
in 1964 and pro fesso r o f physical 
education in 1966. From 1964 
to 1968, h e also se rved as the 
University's director of athle tiCS. 
In 1969, McFarland served as 
chair o f education for one yea r 
an d then became chair o f phys ical 
education in 19 70. He was named 
professor emeritu s in 1990. 
Before hi s ca ree r in educa­
tion, he was part o f Gen. George 
Patton's Europea n Theatre Army 
during the Battl e of the Bulge . At 
the time o f his discharge, he h ad 
earned the rank of li euten ant . 
Raymond D. Miller 
Raymond D. Mill er, resea rch 
assistant professo r in gene tiCS, died 
Saturday, December 13, 2008. 
Miller was employed at the 
School o f Medicine from 1982 
until hi s retirement in April 2008. 
In 2005, he was a membe r 
o f the International HapMap 
Consortium, whi ch publi shed a 
high-denSity hapl o type map o f 
the human genome, a seguel to 
the Human Ge no me Project and 
a signifi ca nt step toward perso nal­
ized medic ine. 
His SNP Research Facility was 
one o f six genotyping centers 
tha t participated in Ph ase 1 of 
the project. 
Abdullah M. Nassief 
Abdulla h M. Nass ief, associ­
ate p ro fesso r o f neurology, died 
Tuesday, February 3, 2009. 
Nass ief was co-directo r o f the 
Ce rebrovascular Disease Sec tion in 
th e Department o f Neuro logy. He 
also was directo r o f the Neurology 
Res idency Program a t th e School 
of Medicin e a nd director o f the 
Clinical Stro ke Center and of 
Acute Reh ab ilitation Services at 
Barnes-j ewish Hospital. 
He spearheaded the team that 
led to Barnes-JeWish Hospita l's 
n aming as a primary stroke center 
by the Joint Comm iSS ion , the first 
subspecialty aCCredita tion in any 
area of medi cin e o btain ed by the 
hospita l. Nassief pla yed a central 
ro le in developing Washington 
Uni ve rsity Medical Cente r as o ne 
o f the premie r stroke cente rs in 
th e country. 
Nassief won seve ral teaChing 
awards including the p res ti gious 
Washington Uni vers ity School of 
Medicine Di stinguish ed Clinical 
Teacher of the Year Award in 2008. 
Anthony L. Olasov 
/\nth o ny L. Olasov, a senio r 
elec trica l and compute r engineer­
ing stud ent at the Uni ve rsity, di ed 
Tu esda y, March 10, 2009 
Olasov, a 2005 gradu a te o f the 
Academic Magne t High School 
in Charleston, South Carolina , 
was to g raduate from Washington 
University with honors in May. 
While a t the UniverSity, he 
worked as a teachin g ass is­
tant and a computer techni­
ca l ass istant and served on the 
El ectrical Enginee rin g Student 
Advisory Board . O lasov was 
activel y involved in the College 
Libertari an s a nd h ad the respect o f 
many o f hi s pee rs and professo rs. 
In ho no r o f hi s desire for 
lea rn in g, Olasov's famil y h as 
es tabli sh ed the Antho nv Loui s 
O lasov Memorial Scho la rship in 
Engineering at the Uni ve rsity. 
Michael W. Shannon 
Michael W. Shan no n, A.B. ' 74, 
a world-renowned pediatriC 
to xi cologist, di ed Tuesday, 
March 10, 2009. 
Shan non was the fo rmer 
head o f emergency medicin e a t 
C hildren's Hospital in I3os to n. 
He was the first Afri ca n-American 
full professor o f pediatrics at 
Harva rd Med ical School and 
was conside red the preeminent 
pedi a tri c tox icologist in th e world . 
Known as the "dancin g doc to r," 
Shannon began dancing whil e 
he was a stud ent at Washington 
University. He danced pro fession­
all y and also appea red each year in 
a loca l produc tion . 
He sup ported charity groups by 
serv ing on the ir boards and was 
acti ve at hi s church. Th ere, he 
sta rted a youth group in which h e 
spo ke to teenagers about the to ugh 
cho ices they face, in c luding sex, 
d rugs, and alco ho l. 
Jules M. Snitzer 
Jules M. Snitze r, D. D.S. ' 55, past 
president o f Missouri 's Dental 
Boa rd o f Examiners, di ed Frid ay, 
Feb ruary 13, 2009. 
Snitze r was appointed to the 
dental board in 1986 by then-Gov. 
j ohn Ashcroft. Th ree yea rs la ter, 
he became the boa rd 's president. 
In 1991, Snitze r became an active 
member o f the Central Regional 
Dental Testing Se rvice, participat­
ing in th e li censing examin atio ns 
fo r futu re dental practition e rs, until 
hi s re tirement in 2007. 
In 1956, he set up a pe riodo n­
ta l practice in St. Lo ui s. Sn itze r 
began teaching per iodo ntics at 
the Washingto n Unive rsity Schoo l 
of Dental Medic in e as a clinical 
professo r in 1969. 
During hi s SO-year dental 
ca reer, he was inv ited to be a 
fe llow in both the Ameri ca n and 
Inte rna tional Coll eges o f Den t istry. 
He was a foundin g membe r and 
later president o f the Missouri 
Society of Peri odon tics. 
Richard M. Torack 
Richard M. To rack, a retired 
resea rch e r and professor at the 
Schoo l o f Medicine, di ed Thursday, 
j anua ry 22, 2009. 
In 1968, Torack jo ined th e medi­
cal school fa culty a t Washington 
University, where h e taught 
and researched demen tia and 
Alzheime r'S di sease. 
To rack was an original m em­
ber of the "Tuesday Brown Bag 
Ser ies" a t th e School o f Medicin e's 
Department of Neuro logy. He 
di scussed what was then kn o wn 
about dementia. His pio nee ring 
work co ntributed to the University 
establi shing its Alzh eimer's Disea se 
Resea rch Cen te r. 
Correction 
The editors deeply regret 
stating the 'Wrong first name 
for the mother of the late 
Michael King, A.B. '80, in the 
spring issue of the magazine. 
Her name is June E. King. 
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to Better Care 

BY BETSY ROGERS 
Athe boundary between scholarly research and street-level practice yawns the so-called "Valley of Death," separating the exciting promise of scientific discovery from the real­
world people it aims to help. Enola K. Proctor is on a 
mission to bridge that chasm. 
Proctor, the Frank J. Bruno Professor of Social Work 
Research and associate dean for research at the George 
Warren Brown School of Social Work, stands at the 
complex intersection where social work meets mental 
health services and research meets practice. A member 
of the Brown School faculty since earning her doctorate 
there in 1978, Proctor has focused her scholarship on 
mental health services and, more recently, on "imple­
mentation science," the study of how to move research 
findings and the practices they inform into on-the­
ground settings where they can meet real human needs. 
"For a long time we thought of this as involving two 
primary players," she explains. "The researchers would 
produce the knowledge, and front-line providers would 
somehow read it and magically be able to put it into 
practice. We now know that there are a number of orga­
nizational, policy, and contextual factors that determine 
quality of care. We have to look at service delivery. We 
really want to be able to offer the field not just evi­
dence-based treatments but evidence-based approaches 
to implementing those treatments in real-world care." 
This latter enterprise, Type II translation research, has 
become a major National Institutes of Health focus. 
Indeed, Proctor's twin commitments to mental 
health research and its implementation have won her 
extraordinary grant support from the National Institute 
Enola K. Proctor, 

Frank J. Bruno Professor of Social Work Research 

and Associate Dean for Research, 

George Warren Brown School of Social Work 

of Mental Health (NIMH) and other grantors. Just in the 
last 15 years, she and her co-investigators have won some 
$20 million in grants. "It has to be by far the best funding 
support from NIH of any school of social work," says John 
Landsverk, professor emeritus at San Diego State University 
and a Brown School senior scholar. 
That National Institutes of Health support has, in turn, 
helped create a research powerhouse. "It has served to 
attract really good young scholar-investigators," Landsverk 
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notes. Referring to Proctor and Edward Lawlor, dean of the 
Brown School, Landsverk continues: "They can compete 
for the best and brightest, and they bring them in." 
Strengthening the foundations undergirding scholarship is a key part of Proctor's mission. The original 1995 NIMH grant she won to establish the Center for Mental Health Services Research (CMHSR) 
had dual purposes-"to accelerate the development of 
evidence to inform social work and mental health and also 
to develop social work faculty capacity to conduct that 
research," says Proctor, CMHSR director. 
The center has succeeded on many fronts. Many Brown 
School faculty now review grants for the NIMH and the 
National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA). Proctor secured 
funding to train doctoral and postdoctoral students in 
mental health services, the only postdoctoral mental 
health program in a social work school. The center has 
a demanding internal peer review procedure for grant 
applications. It supports the necessary pilot studies. "By 
the time we submit an application, we have the preliminary 
data showing the likelihood of success," Proctor notes. 
That 1995 NIMH grant was the institute's first to a 
social work school, and therein displays another facet 
of Proctor's leadership in her field. "One of her most 
important contributions, in my view, is to demonstrate 
how mental health services research naturally suits social 
work's professional outlook and can be used as a frame­
work for what is truly social work research," says Lonnie 
R. Snowden, professor in the University of California, 
Berkeley's School of Social Welfare. 
Landsverk agrees. "She has opened up the field of 
mental health services," he says. Before her work, he 
explains, most mental health services research focused on 
psychiatry and psychology and their practitioners. "What 
her center has done is demonstrate and expand the ways 
in which social services, child welfare services, and services 
for the elderly identify and even provide mental health 
interventions within their own service platforms." 
These are the settings at the far end of the bridge 
Proctor is working to build. "She is really one of the great 
modern-day conceptual thinkers about how universities 
and schools of social work can partner with agencies in 
moving service delivery forward and better meeting the 
needs of clients," says Joan Zlotnick, executive director of 
the Institute for the Advancement of Social Work Research. 
Proctor is realistic about the obstacles. "We' re really 
aware of those challenges for the front-line provider 
who's delivering care, the capacity of service delivery 
systems to implement and act on evidence so that in 
fact research can transform services and care," she says. 
These challenges can include organizational culture, 
"She is ... one of the great 
modern-day conceptual thinkers about how 
universities and schools of social work can 
partner with agencies in ... meeting the needs 
of clients," says Joan Zlotnick. 
scarce resources, training capacity, data systems, and 
a host of other factors. 
To meet them, the Center for Mental Health Services 
Research is forging new links with social service agenCies. 
Its strategic partnership with St. Louis' Family Resource 
Center, involving faculty consultation and vastly expanded 
communication about research-based practices, exempli­
fies this approach. "We hope these partnerships will facili­
tate the agencies' ability to bring new research knowledge 
to bear on the services they're providing," she says. 
For Dean Lawlor, Proctor's unwavering commitment 
to bridging the gap sets her apart. "Her great strength 
is operating right in the middle between research and 
practice, taking the best of science and figuring out 
strategies for implementing advances in research, getting 
them into organizational practice," says Lawlor, also the 
William E. Gordon Distinguished Professor and director 
of the University's new Institute for Public Health . 
"She's really had a major influence on mental health 
services and delivery writ large. She's influencing science 
policy nationally," he adds. Notably, Proctor sits on the 
NIH Scientific Advisory Council, the first social work 
scholar to do so. 
Closer to home, she is on the Faculty Advisory Council 
for the University's Institute for Public Health and is a 
senior fellow at the University's Center for Health Policy. 
She served on the search committees that brought 
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton and Lawlor to the University. 
Proctor finds serving with these groups deeply satisfy­
ing. "Any time you can work with talented colleagues to 
think about the future and have a small role in shaping 
that future, it's just enormously rewarding," she observes. 
Her love for her work and the University permeates 
her conversation. She cites the chancellor's vision, the 
unflagging support of Lawlor and former Dean Shanti 
Khinduka, the energy that Lawlor brings to the School, 
and the collegial atmosphere. "I come to work eager for 
the day and get more excited as the day goes on," she 
says. "I'm doing things today that I didn't envision a year 
or two ago. We are so privileged to do this work." Ilil'l 
Betsy Rogers is a freelance writer based in Belleville, Illinois. 
At press time, Magazine editors learned that Professsor Proctor was awarded the 
2009 Arthur Holly Compton Faculty Achievement Award for her work in advanc­
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Back on Top 
The Washington University men's basketball 
team won its second-consecutive Division III 
Championship, defeating Richard Stockton College, 
61-52, on March 21 . Senior Tyler Nading scored 
a game-high 20 points and senior Sean Wallis 
added 16 in the victory at the Salem Civic Center 
in Salem, Virginia .WUSTL is now the fourth NCAA 
Division III men's team to repeat as national cham­
pions, joining North Park University (1978-80), 
University of Wisconsin-Platteville (1998-99), and 
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point (2004-05) . 
• The women's basketball team (not pictured) had 
another outstanding season, 26-5, but came up 
just a little short in their quest for a fifth national 
title, losing to George Fox University, 60-53, in the 
post-season championship game. The Lady Bears, 
whose four national championships stand as the 
most in Division III history, are now 4-3 in the 
national championship game. 
